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By John A. Hawkinson
News editor

A man was arrested early Tuesday morn-
ing on campus and charged with rape and 
trespassing.

Around 2:20 a.m. Tuesday morning, the 
MIT Police received a report of a sexual 
assault on the first floor of Building 2, most 
likely in a classroom. Police responded and 
assisted the victim with medical attention, 
and cordoned off the scene.

Like most of MIT’s interconnected main 
campus, classrooms in Building 2 are unse-
cured and accessible to the public. Building 
2 is just east of MIT’s main lawn and adjoins 
Memorial Drive.

Neither party involved was affiliated with 
the Institute, the MIT Police said.

Violent crime on MIT’s campus is ex-
tremely rare. Excluding incidents involv-
ing on-campus parties, there have been no 
comparable incidents within the past two 
decades.

By 4 a.m., MIT Police had arrested Jason 
Reed, who was found on campus and in the 
vicinity of the crime scene.

Reed, age 30, is homeless and was ar-
rested on the charge of trespassing. He was 
arraigned Tuesday on trespassing as well as 

Assault in 
Building 2
Man arrested for 
rape on Tuesday

After health bill, a 
push to curb costs
Profs study medical inflation

By Jingyun Fan
staff reporter

Though the effects of the 
health reform bill have yet to 
be felt, the passage of the bill 
shined a hard light on health 
care inequities and runaway 
medical costs. Professors, and 
staff at MIT Medical are already 
preparing for the bill’s conse-
quences by conducting new 
research and looking for new 
ways to fix health care ineffi-
ciencies.

“This is a clarion call to the 
MIT community,” said Jona-
than H. Gruber ’87, an econom-
ics professor who has worked 
extensively with Democrats on 
health care reform. ”The U.S. 
government now takes health 
care cost control very seriously, 
and the folks that can lower 
costs without sacrificing health 
are the ones who will determine 
the future of the nation. And 
those folks should be at MIT.”

Gruber served as a techni-
cal consultant to the Obama 
administration and developed 
a micro-simulation model 
that estimates the cost effects 

of health care policy. In a July 
2007 article, the washington 
post called Gruber the Demo-
cratic Party’s “most influential 
health-care expert.”

His method of cost estima-
tion is faster and more formal 
than that produced by the Con-
gressional Budget Office. Gru-
ber concluded that under the 
bill, Americans buying individ-
ual coverage will pay less than 
what they currently do for typi-
cal individual market coverage. 
Americans with individual cov-
erage might also be protected 
from high out-of-pocket costs, 
which would be an important 
accomplishment for the health 
reform legislation.

Gruber said that the tech-
nological advances in medical 
technology for the last 50 years 
has been cost-increasing. In 
the future, new technology will 
need to reduce costs. In order 
for this to happen, several ar-
eas including drug formulation 
and surgery need greater inno-
vation.

According to Gruber, the 

By Liz Tsai

Leland Cheung, an MBA/
MPA student at MIT Sloan 
School of Business and Harvard 
Kennedy School of Government, 
was elected to the nine-member 
Cambridge City Council in No-
vember last year and is currently 
serving a two year term. In addi-
tion to being the first student to 
be elected to a seat on the coun-
cil, Cheung is also the council’s 
first Asian-American member. 

During his campaign, which 
he ran while a full-time student, 
Leland emphasized job creation 
by directing attention to his prior 
experience as a venture capital-
ist and highlighted the benefits 
of bridging the gap between stu-
dents and the Cambridge com-
munity through encouraging 
student involvement. In an ar-
ticle published last October, The 
Cambridge Chronicle, a local 
newspaper, predicted that “Ch-
eung’s goal of strengthening ties 

between town and gown would 
be an asset to Cambridge.” In 
an interview with The Tech last 
Wednesday, Cheung talked 
about his experiences serving on 
the council and his plans for the 
future.  

the tech: What has the ex-
perience of being on the council 
been like so far? 

Leland Cheung: I love it so far. 
A lot of people talk about wanting 

JohN a. hawkiNsoN—the teCh

MIT Police question Jason Reed in con-
nection with a sexual assault shortly 
after 3:45 a�m� on Tuesday morning� Reed 
was charged with rape and trespassing�

intervieW 

Leland Cheung’s plan for Cambridge

rui Luo—the teCh

in Short
The graduate student stipend will 
increase by 2 percent next academ-
ic year. Graduate student tuition 
will increase by 3.8 percent. 

Notice a new printer on the first 
floor of the Student Center? Its 
name is “Lerman,” and it is part of a 
pilot program by the UA and IS&T. 
It is similar to an Athena printer, 
but it only completes your print 
job if you activate it manually via its 
touch screen.

The MIT Post Office introduced 
24-hour access to its post office 
boxes for box customers last Mon-
day, March 29.

The MIT Live Music Connection 
will be featuring Levi Schmidt 

and Crossroads today from 8 p.m. 
to 10 p.m. at the Coffeehouse in the 
Student Center. Tickets are free.  

Minorities in Mathematics: Uni-
versity of Arizona Distinguished 
Professor William Yslas Velez will 
be giving a talk, “The Mathematical 
Enterprise: A Minority Perspective,” 
next Monday at 4:30 p.m. in 4-370.

It’s that time of year again. Pre-
pare yourself for CPW 2010, start-
ing next Thursday April 8.

Looking to join the UA? The dead-
line for UA leadership applications 
are due next Friday April 9. Learn 
more about the UA positions and 
committees at http://ua.mit.edu/.

Send news information and tips 
to news@tech.mit.edu.

aNdrew swaYZe

Maxwell Mann ‘12 observes as Nathan Lachenmyer ‘10 
works to free the drive chain from the bell at the Kendall 
Red Line station. The MIT Kendall Band Preservation Society 
began their work repairing and refurbishing the Paul Matisse 
musical sculpture yesterday�

aviv ovadYa—the teCh

Compost bins now accompany trash and recycling bins in Lobby 10�

Cheung, Page 13

Healthcare, Page 15

Rape, Page 15
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Situation for noon Eastern daylight time, Friday, april 2, 2010

Weather

extended Forecast
today: Sunny after morning fog, high 62°F (17°C).  Eastern 

winds changing to southern at 5–10 mph.
tonight: Clear with a bit of early morning fog, low 47°F 

(8°C).  Southwest winds 8–12 mph.
tomorrow: Sunny, high 71°F (22°C).  Winds west-southwest 

at 10-15 mph.
Sunday: Mostly sunny with lows in the low 50s °F (11°C) 

and highs in the mid 70s °F (23°C).
Monday: Mostly sunny with lows in the low 50s °F (11°C) 

and highs in the mid 70s °F (23°C).

By Vince agard
STAFF METEorologiST

After a week filled with 
cloudy skies and drenching 
rain that brought record flood-
ing to much of New England, 
the Boston area will be treated 
to a picture-perfect spring 
weekend.  The cutoff low pres-
sure system that brought per-
sistent rainfall earlier this week 
has moved off the coast, leav-
ing in its wake a high pressure 
system that will bring sunny 
skies and warm temperatures 

to the region.
Temperatures can be ex-

pected to reach the low 60s 
°F this afternoon with sunny 
skies and calm winds. Tomor-
row, offshore flow will kick in, 
advecting warm air from our 
south and west and raising 
temperatures above the 70 de-
gree mark.  This pleasant pat-
tern can be expected to last at 
least through Monday, making 
it a lot warmer than it was on 
April 5, 1874, when a tempera-
ture of 11°F was recorded in 
Boston!
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By dan Barry
ThE NEw York TiMES 

PORTLAND, Maine — First 
through the door of the Portland 
Community Health Center on 
Thursday morning was a stick fig-
ure of a man, oblivious to the home-
made signs and the White House 
advance team across the street. 
He had a bald eagle drawn on his 
sweatshirt, a street-hard weariness 
in his eyes and a throbbing pain in 
his right hand.

Sarah Andel, a nurse practitio-
ner, knew this man, James Hierl: 
how he lived in a shelter; how his 
depression made eating seem fu-
tile. As she held his numbed hand, 
working to remove a painful wart 
with a blade, she coaxed and cod-
dled him: You have to eat; you have 
to see your psychiatrist; and please, 
James, eat.

“You’re going to come back in 
a week,” Andel said, as her patient 

headed for the door, finger ban-
daged, cheeks concave, looking old-
er than his 53 years. “OK, James?”

Hierl gave a hesitant nod. 
Soon he was out on Park Avenue, 
where a line was forming outside 
a brick bandbox called the Port-
land Expo. The reason: President 
Barack Obama was to speak there 
in the afternoon about new health 
care legislation that, among other 
things, will provide a huge in-
crease in money — $11 billion — 
to community health centers like 
this one.

Across the country, more than 
1,200 of these centers are providing 
treatment to low-income patients 
who would otherwise linger in ex-
pensive emergency rooms. The law 
is intended to reduce the burden 
on Medicaid and help the centers 
serve 20 million more people.

So the day progressed. On one 
side of the street, Obama aides 
scurried, the police blocked off traf-

fic, and people waited in the sun, 
holding signs that said “Thank You” 
— though by lunchtime, hundreds 
were chanting the opposite. And on 
the other side, uninsured and un-
derinsured people sought care, be-
ginning with a man who saw little 
reason to eat.

A year ago, there was no Port-
land Community Health Center, 
though for years the city had been 
seeking federal money for a center 
that would provide care regardless 
of income or insurance. One that 
would reach the many new immi-
grants and refugees — from Rwan-
da, Iraq, Congo — who are finding 
their way to this southern Maine 
hub; save money; offer help.

Then, last year, the city received 
$1.3 million in stimulus money to 
open a community health center. 
It created a board, hired a staff and 
found some vacant but tired space 
in a building on Park Avenue. On 
Nov. 2, the doors opened.

Health care for all, in practice, 
with Obama down the street

By Mark landler  
and andrew Jacobs

ThE NEw York TiMES 

WASHINGTON — Tensions be-
tween China and the United States 
have ebbed significantly in recent 
days, with the countries now work-
ing together to confront Iran over 
its nuclear ambitions and with the 
Obama administration backing off 
a politically charged clash over Chi-
na’s currency.

The warming trend was evident 
in the Chinese government’s an-
nouncement Thursday that Presi-
dent Hu Jintao will attend a nuclear 
security summit meeting in Wash-
ington later this month. American 
officials had feared that Hu would 
skip the talks to express China’s an-
ger over recent diplomatic clashes, 
including a White House decision 
to sell arms to Taiwan and Presi-
dent Barack Obama’s meeting with 
the Dalai Lama, the exiled Tibetan 
leader.

But this week, the drumbeat of 
bad news — and an underlying nar-
rative of a rising China flexing its 
muscles against a debt-laden Unit-

ed States — has suddenly given way 
to talk of collaboration.

The United States is also setting 
aside for now potentially the most 
divisive issue in the relationship, 
deferring a decision on whether to 
accuse China of manipulating its 
currency, the renminbi, until well 
after Hu’s visit, according to a se-
nior administration official. That 
decision, the official said, reflects 
a judgment that threatening China 
is not the best way to persuade it to 
allow the renminbi to appreciate 
against the dollar.

Many economists expect China 
to act on its own to loosen the tight 
link of the renminbi to the dollar — 
a policy that keeps the currency’s 
value depressed and makes China’s 
exports more competitive in global 
markets.

Still, the administration’s deci-
sion not to force the currency is-
sue now could carry political risks 
at home. Lawmakers on Capitol 
Hill have introduced legislation 
calling for broad trade sanctions 
against China if it does not change 
its currency policy. And unions 
and manufacturing firms cite the 

undervalued Chinese currency as 
a major culprit for lost American 
jobs.

The White House would not 
comment on the currency issue, but 
an official said that if China did not 
take action on its own, the adminis-
tration could raise the issue again at 
the Group of 20 summit meeting in 
Toronto in June. The White House 
welcomed Hu’s visit as proof that 
its policy of engaging with China on 
strategic issues of common interest 
had paid off.

“We have an important relation-
ship with China, one in which there 
are many issues of mutual concern 
that we work on together,” a White 
House spokesman, Bill Burton, said 
to reporters on Thursday. “But there 
also will be times where we dis-
agree. I think this proves the point 
that despite those disagreements, 
we can work together on issues like 
nuclear proliferation.”

Relations appeared to hit a low 
point last week when Google, cit-
ing Chinese censorship, began re-
directing users in China to its un-
censored Internet search engine in 
Hong Kong.

Strains easing, Chinese leader 
plans visit to United States

Russia’s president seeks 
‘harsher’ tactics after bombings

MOSCOW — President Dmitri Medvedev, trying to demon-
strate the government’s resolve after a spate of terrorist bombings, 
made a surprise visit on Thursday to one of the most tumultuous 
areas of Russia and called for “harsher” tactics to combat the in-
surgency.

Medvedev convened a meeting of regional leaders and se-
nior security advisers in Dagestan, a predominantly Muslim 
republic near Chechnya that has faced sustained violence in 
recent years, including a double suicide bombing on Wednes-
day that killed 12 people.

The troubles in the Caucasus have taken on a new urgency 
with the suicide bombings in the Moscow subway on Monday, 
which killed 39 people and set off alarms that extremists want-
ed to revive efforts to strike Russia’s major cities.

—Clifford J. Levy, The New York Times  

Ratings fall for newscasts at 
ABC and CBS, as NBC climbs

With buyouts and layoffs in progress, the mood at ABC 
News cannot be good. It was probably not enhanced by the 
ratings report for the first quarter of the year showing that the 
network’s evening newscast, “World News,” had sunk to the 
lowest numbers the program has had in a first quarter since the 
People Meter was introduced by Nielsen in 1987.

The same situation prevailed at CBS, where the “Evening News” 
also hit a new low for the months of January through March.

The beneficiary was NBC, where “Nightly News” scored its 
best first-quarter numbers since 2005.

Overall, the numbers were: 9.92 million viewers for NBC, 
8.27 million for ABC and 6.45 million for CBS.

—Bill Carter, The New York Times 

Federal agencies set new rules 
for emissions and fuel economy

WASHINGTON — The federal government took its first for-
mal step to regulate global warming pollution on Thursday by 
issuing final rules for greenhouse gas emissions for automo-
biles and light trucks.

The move ends a 30-year battle between regulators and au-
tomakers but sets the stage for what may be a bigger fight over 
climate-altering emissions from stationary sources like power 
plants, steel mills and refineries.

The new tailpipe rules, jointly written by the Department of 
Transportation and the Environmental Protection Agency, set 
emissions and mileage standards that would translate to a com-
bined fuel economy average for new vehicles of 35.5 mpg by 2016.

—John M. Broder, The New York Times 

Some TV networks and Netflix 
set to offer apps for iPad

Television networks are taking sharply different approaches 
to the iPad.

One network, ABC, has readied a fully functional app for 
the eagerly awaited Apple tablet. Another, NBC, has ditched its 
plans to stream full television episodes onto the device.

From MSNBC.com to People.com, buyers of the iPad will 
be able to watch plenty of ad-supported video despite Apple’s 
decision to ban Flash, the dominant software for online video 
viewing, from the device.

Many Web sites have raced to convert their video files from 
Flash to HTML5, a different computing standard.

—Brian Stelter, The New York Times 
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South Asian countries blame 
China, not nature, for dryness

BANGKOK — In southern China, the worst drought in at least 
50 years has dried up farmers’ fields and left tens of millions of 
people short of water.

But the drought has also created a major public relations prob-
lem for the Chinese government in neighboring countries, where 
in recent years China has tried to project an image of benevolence 
and brotherhood.

Farmers and fishermen in countries that share the Mekong Riv-
er with China, especially Thailand, have lashed out at China over 
four dams that span the Chinese portion of the 3,000-mile river, 
despite what appears to be firm scientific evidence that low rainfall 
is responsible for the plunging levels of the river, not China’s hydro-
electric power stations.

This weekend, four affected countries — Myanmar, Laos, 
Cambodia and Vietnam — are meeting in Thailand to discuss the 
drought, among other issues.

—Thomas Fuller, The New York Times 

Afghan president issues sharp 
rebuke of Western governments

KABUL — Hamid Karzai, the Afghan president, delivered extraor-
dinarily harsh criticism Thursday of the Western governments fight-
ing in his country, the United Nations, and the British and American 
news media, accusing them of perpetrating the fraud that denied 
him an outright victory in last summer’s presidential elections.

Just days after meeting with President Barack Obama, Karzai, 
who has increasingly tried to distance himself from his American 
backers, said the coalition troops risked being seen as invaders 
rather than saviors of the country.

The speech, later broadcast on local television, seemed a mea-
sure of Karzai’s mood in the wake of Obama’s visit, in which Obama 
rebuked the Afghan president for his failure to reform election rules 
and crack down on corruption. At points in the speech, Karzai used 
inflammatory language about the West.

“There is no doubt that the fraud was very widespread, but this 
fraud was not committed by Afghans, it was committed by foreigners,” 
Karzai said. 

—Alissa J. Rubin, The New York Times

Toyota’s incentives foster jump 
in auto sales in wake of recall

DETROIT — Toyota’s offers of subsidized leases and interest-free 
financing prompted a sales surge and touched off an industrywide 
incentive tussle that drew shoppers into showrooms last month.

Toyota, whose U.S. sales had fallen 12 percent in January and 
February after it recalled more than 8 million vehicles worldwide, 
said Thursday that its March sales rose 41 percent compared with 
those in the month a year earlier.

Sales of the 14 models that Toyota has recalled since November 
rose 48 percent last month, with demand for two models on the 
recall list, the Rav4 and Highlander, more than doubling.

Meanwhile, Ford Motor Co. said its sales rose 40 percent, and 
General Motors reported a 43 percent increase for its four brands 
not being shut down or sold. GM’s sales were up 21 percent overall, 
as Pontiac and the other doomed brands nearly exhausted their re-
maining inventories. Sales rose 43 percent at Nissan, 22 percent at 
Honda and 15 percent at Hyundai.

—Nick Bunkley, The New York Times  

Haitian quake survivors released 
from Florida immigration jails

More than three dozen Haitian earthquake survivors were re-
leased from Florida immigration jails Thursday after more than two 
months in the custody of Immigration and Customs Enforcement.

Many had lost relatives in the Jan. 12 earthquake; some had 
been pulled from the rubble themselves. In the chaotic days and 
aftershocks that followed, many had been seeking security, food 
or treatment at the Port-au-Prince airport when they were waved 
onto military transports or other planes by U.S. Marines, only to be 
detained for lack of visas when they landed.

Lawyers at the Florida Immigrant Advocacy Center, who had 
urged their release for weeks, were jubilant as they waited with rel-
atives outside the Broward County Transitional Center, a privately 
operated jail in Pompano Beach, for the last ones to walk out. Im-
migration officials said 40 Haitian survivors would be released on 
orders of supervision by nightfall. This came on the day that The 
New York Times reported that at least 30 earthquake survivors 
were being detained.

—Nina Bernstein, The New York Times 

FTC inquiry said to prompt a 
departure at Amazon

SAN FRANCISCO — Last month, John Doerr, one of America’s 
most celebrated venture capitalists, announced that he would step 
down from the board of Amazon, a company that he helped to finance 
and build. At the time, Amazon said Doerr “has decided not to stand 
for re-election and will focus more of his time on new ventures.”

But people with direct knowledge of the matter, who would 
not speak for attribution because they were not authorized to dis-
cuss it, now say Doerr’s decision was prompted by a Federal Trade 
Commission inquiry into the relationship between Amazon and 
Google, where Doerr is also a director. It was not clear whether the 
commission had begun a preliminary inquiry or a formal investi-
gation, or whether it was still looking into it.

Doerr, who intends to leave the Amazon board after the annual 
meeting this year did not respond to a request for comment. Ama-
zon and Google also declined to comment.

—By Miguel Helft and Brad Stone, The New York Times 

By Rod Nordland
The New York Times 

BAGHDAD — Iran may seem an 
unlikely place to turn for guidance 
when it comes to putting together 
a democratic government, but that 
is exactly what most of Iraq’s politi-
cal class did immediately after last 
month’s parliamentary elections.

The ink was hardly dry on 
the polling results when three of 
the four major political alliances 
rushed delegations off to Tehran. 
Yet none of them sent anyone to 
the U.S. Embassy here, let alone to 
Washington.

Nor has Washington tried to 
intervene. Even Ayad Allawi, the 
secular candidate whose Iraqiya 
coalition won the most seats — and 
renounced Iranian support in seek-
ing a parliamentary majority — has 
heard nothing from the Americans.

“Maybe they don’t like my face, 
I don’t know,” he joked, then added 
more seriously, “I think they don’t 

want to be associated with any visit, 
so they wouldn’t be seen as siding 
with one against the other.”

The Iranians, however, have 
shown no such qualms, publicly 
urging the Shiite religious parties 
to bury their differences so they 
can use their superior numbers to 
choose the next prime minister. 
Their openness, and Washing-
ton’s reticence, is a measure of the 
changed political dynamic in Iraq. 
Even though more than 90,000 
American troops remain in Iraq, no 
one seriously doubts they are leav-
ing, taking a slice of America’s po-
litical influence with them.

Before the full results were an-
nounced here, President Jalal Ta-
labani, from the Kurdistan Alliance, 
and Vice President Adel Abdul 
Mahdi, from the Shiite-dominated 
Iraqi National Alliance, flew to 
Tehran on Saturday, ostensibly to 
attend celebrations of the Islamic 
New Year, which had actually be-
gun weeks earlier. Prime Minister 

Nouri al-Maliki, who ran a close 
second to Allawi, sent a delegation 
from his State of Law alliance at the 
same time.

“Iraqiya is the only one who 
doesn’t flock to Iran,” said Rend al-
Rahim, an Iraqiya candidate. “They 
think Iran is an arbiter and broker 
in Iraqi politics and that they need 
Iran to put their house in order.”

Allawi himself said he had no in-
tention of making that pilgrimage. 
“I don’t think it’s wise to do so,” he 
said. “I don’t think it’s in the interest 
of Iraq, nor in the interest of Iran, to 
go and discuss the formation of a 
government.”

When Allawi, whose party was 
propelled by millions of Sunni Arab 
voters, toured neighboring Arab 
states during the election campaign, 
his Shiite opponents cried foul, ac-
cusing him of encouraging Arab 
meddling in Iraq’s electoral affairs. 
Some noted that he spent more 
time in Saudi Arabia than he did at 
campaign appearances in Iraq.

After Iraq vote, Tehran seeks to weigh 
in on establishing government

By James Risen  
and Charlie Savage

The New York Times 

WASHINGTON — As a presi-
dential candidate, then-Sen. Ba-
rack Obama declared that it was 
“unconstitutional and illegal” for 
the Bush administration to conduct 
warrantless surveillance of Ameri-
cans. Many of his supporters said 
likewise.

But since Obama won the elec-
tion, administration officials have 
avoided repeating that position. 
They have sidestepped questions 
about the legality of the program 
in congressional testimony. And in 
lawsuits over the program, they fol-
lowed a strategy intended to avoid 
ever answering the question by ask-
ing courts to dismiss the lawsuits 
because the litigation could reveal 
national security secrets.

But the ruling on Wednesday by 
a federal judge that one instance 
of such spying had been “unlawful 
electronic surveillance” may force 

onto the table a discussion of how 
aggressively the Obama adminis-
tration should continue to defend 
from judicial review the contentious 
Bush-era counterterrorism policy.

David Golove, a New York Uni-
versity law professor who specializes 
in executive power issues, said the 
ruling has highlighted the “awkward-
ness” of the Obama administration’s 
ambivalent stance toward its prede-
cessor’s surveillance program.

“They have a lot of discomfort 
with the legal arguments the Bush 
administration made, but they’ve 
tried to avoid having to acknowl-
edge too publicly those differences 
or to air them in court,” he said.

“Where does this leave the 
Obama administration? That’s a 
good question,” wondered Rep. 
Rush Holt, a New Jersey Democrat 
who is the chairman of the House 
Select Intelligence Oversight Panel 
and a critic of the warrantless wire-
tapping program.

The administration does not yet 
have to make any decision about 

what to do about the case because 
the judge, Vaughn Walker, has not 
yet entered a final order. He has giv-
en the plaintiffs until April 16 to de-
cide whether to drop other claims 
and to submit a proposal for dam-
ages the government owes them.

But if the ruling stands, the Obama 
administration will have to decide 
whether to appeal it — thereby trying 
to wipe the decision off the books.

Decisions about appeals are usu-
ally made by Solicitor General Elena 
Kagan, but current and former offi-
cials said the deliberations were virtu-
ally certain to reach Attorney General 
Eric Holder and the White House.

There are some reasons the 
administration might appeal, le-
gal specialists said. Among them, 
it may not want Walker’s narrow 
interpretation of the state secrets 
privilege to stand because it might 
influence other cases, and appeal-
ing on those narrow grounds would 
allow the administration to still 
avoid engaging on whether the pro-
gram was legal.

Court ruling on wiretap a 
challenge for President Obama

By Nicholas Kulish
The New York Times 

ESSEN, Germany — The case 
that has raised questions about the 
future pope’s handling of a pedo-
phile priest in Germany came to 
light three decades after it occurred, 
and then almost by chance. It hap-
pened when Wilfried Fesselmann, 
an early victim, said he stumbled 
on Internet photographs of the 
priest who sexually abused him, 
still working with children.

Fesselmann, who had long re-
mained silent about the abuse he 
suffered in 1979, said the pictures 
stunned him and spurred him to 
contact his abuser. Thus began 
the convoluted process, which in-
cluded an extortion investigation 
against Fesselmann for the emo-
tionally raw e-mail messages he 
sent the church in 2008 demanding 
compensation, that ultimately put 
Pope Benedict XVI in an uncom-
fortable spotlight.

After the police investigated him 
for blackmail, Fesselmann did not 
discuss his charges publicly until 
last month. By that time, molesta-

tion of children by other priests had 
exploded into public view in Ger-
many, with scores of investigations 
into old and new cases capturing 
headlines nationwide.

The fact that it took so long be-
fore the Roman Catholic Church 
took action against the abusive 
priest, and that the victim initially 
had to defend himself, is an indica-
tion that the German church — as 
well as Germany’s police, courts 
and society at large — are still in 
the early stages of reckoning on a 
psychologically fraught issue that 
many Germans once dismissed as 
an American problem.

Fesselmann also had no way of 
knowing that his case would create 
repercussions for the church that 
went well beyond his own griev-
ance. His and other cases of abuse 
caused the church to transfer the 
abusive priest, the Rev. Peter Hull-
ermann, to Munich in 1980, a deci-
sion that required the approval of 
Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger, then the 
archbishop of Munich and Freising, 
now the pope. Hullermann was giv-
en therapy in Munich, but he was 
allowed to resume his pastoral du-

ties almost immediately.
Hullermann went on to molest 

other boys and was not formally 
suspended until last month, after 
the German church acknowledged 
that “bad mistakes” were made in 
the handling of his case. The church 
said the decision to allow the priest 
to resume his duties in 1980 was 
made solely by Ratzinger’s top aide 
at the time, but church officials 
also said the future pope was sent a 
memo about the reassignment.

While the church has acknowl-
edged Hullermann’s extensive his-
tory of sexual abuse, there have 
been no court proceedings on Fes-
selmann’s claims.

Three decades after Fesselmann 
said Hullermann forced him, then 
11, to perform oral sex on him, he 
saw pictures of the priest — older 
and now heavy-set, but still recog-
nizable — working with children in 
Bavaria, at the opposite end of the 
country.

Fesselmann sent intermittent e-
mail messages to Hullermann over 
the next year and a half. The mes-
sages were unsigned but sent from 
his personal account.

Top european clerics defend 
Pope Benedict abuse decision
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EdITORIAL

Return assignments  
before finals week

The Undergraduate Association’s 
Student Committee on Educational 
Policy should dedicate themselves to 
adding a new component to the End 
of Term academic regulations: requir-
ing all assignments and midterms to be 
graded before finals. While numerous 
regulations currently dictate when sub-
jects with final exams may have their 
last assignment due, and the Friday 
before the start of the reading period 
is declared the last test date, there are 
no requirements for when assignments 
and midterm exams must be returned 
by.

The absence of such a policy hin-
ders undergraduates as they prepare 
for exams. Not having graded problem 
sets, papers, presentations, quizzes or 
labs means that students cannot learn 
from their mistakes or failings as they 
study for finals. This deprives them of 
feedback in their preparation for final 
exams that are often weighted towards 
material from the end of term.

While many classes recommend 
that students keep copies of their work 
precisely so they can study from their 
submissions as they are being graded, 
this is hardly an acceptable compro-
mise. Especially for individual assign-
ments without generic solutions, such 
as papers or presentations, there is no 
substitute for simply having the as-
signment returned. Studying for end 
of term examinations is best done with 
one’s work, so even quizzes and psets 
with posted solutions do not present an 
adequate resource for students.

SCEP should demand the faculty 
adopt a simple requirement: For sub-
jects with final examinations, all mid-
term exams and assignments on mate-
rial dealt with on the final exam must 
be returned before the beginning of the 
reading period.

This rule is fair to both instructors 
and students. It gives instructors at 
least six days from the last test date to 
the last day of classes to correct, grade, 

and return assignments and exams. It 
also still permits them to have lengthier 
assessments requiring more correction 
time due at the end of term, though they 
must then not cover the same material 
on their final exam. Students gain the 
invaluable benefit of having their full 
repertoire of work available to study for 
their exams. Of course, faculty and staff 
must have the same reasonable excep-
tions for medical or family emergencies 
that are provided to undergrads.

In brief, students can study more 
effectively and instructors are only re-
stricted in what they can assign at the 
end of term by the speed of their grad-
ing. Students will learn the class mate-
rial better and take more knowledge 
from their courses. It’s not a total win-
win scenario, but it’s pretty close.

Finals at the Institute are demand-
ing enough on their own. There is no 
reason that students should not have 
all of their work, in hand and graded, as 
they prepare for them.

GUEST COLUmN

When students get a say
By Michael A. Bennie

Two years ago, as I was becoming more 
involved in MIT’s undergraduate student 
government, I read an article in the faculty 
newsletter by Martin Holmes et al. entitled 
The Task Force on Student Engagement: A 
Path Forward (http://web.mit.edu/fnl/vol-
ume/204/martin.html). The opening para-
graph succinctly put the latest student en-
gagement struggles into context: “In recent 
months, MIT’s undergraduates and graduate 
students have expressed concern about their 
role in certain decisions, including the way 
NW-35 was presented to the community, 
the conversion of Green Hall to undergradu-
ate housing, and communication regarding 
W1 and student dining.” As I mentioned in 
a previous piece (One Undergraduate Voice, 
http://tech.mit.edu/v130/N3/bennie.html), 
members of the MIT Community have re-
sponded to this call for student engagement 
through a variety of efforts. Some of them 
have been very successful in informing stu-
dents or collaborating with them, while oth-
ers have fallen short. 

In this article I will recount three experi-
ences that demonstrate best practices and 
areas for improvement in engaging students: 
the Dean for Undergraduate Education Vis-
iting Committee’s meeting, the Housing 
Strategy Group’s work on summer housing 

utilization, and the House Dining Advisory 
Group’s work on improving house dining.

DUE Visiting Committee
For those unfamiliar with the visiting 

committee structure, the MIT Corporation 
uses 31 visiting committees to evaluate the 
status of major units within MIT (all of the 
academic departments along with other 
important groups such as DAPER and the 
Libraries). These committees, composed 
of MIT Corporation members, alumni, and 
professionals familiar with the unit under 
review, assess the current situation within 
a specific unit and make recommenda-
tions for improvement. The primary mode 
for student input during these meetings is 
a student-only lunch with the committee 
members. The DUE Visiting Committee 
held its regular biennial meeting on campus 
last month.

In the past, students selected to meet 
with a visiting committee received little 
information beyond a time and a place. 
Breaking from that tradition, students that 
were invited to the DUE Visiting Committee 
received a copy of the committee’s agenda, 
indicating the topics on which they were re-
ceiving presentations. Along with a snapshot 
of the current work of the committee, the 
major topics in the committee’s report two 
years ago were available. While many of the 

issues were not surprising, a few were not on 
the radar of many of the students attending. 
For example, one surprising topic sought to 
understand student self-confidence at MIT. 
Given a few days to reflect on this issue, I 
was able to share several salient examples 
of relevant situations faced not only by me, 
but also by other undergraduates that I had 
time to ask. Using the information provided, 
students gained a better understanding of 
the Visiting Committee’s priorities and were 
much more prepared for the conversations 
that took place that afternoon.

hSG summer housing utilization
In its final report, the Institute-wide Plan-

ning Task Force recommended that summer 
on-campus housing be “defragmented” as a 
mechanism to reduce the costs associated 
with spreading 600-800 undergraduates 
over a space that is used to house roughly 
three times that number of people during 
the academic year. This was a situation in 
which a majority of students clearly wanted 
one outcome (for all dorms to remain open) 
and administrators wanted another.

The way that HSG tackled this issue is 
laudable. Individuals from Residential Life 
put together a plan that they felt met the 
needs for the community: a list of dorms that 

Student engagement, Page 6

A brief last Tuesday incorrectly stated that U.S. Census forms 
must returned via mail by April 1 (National Census Day) for all 
students, or students will be subject to a $100 fine. Instead, 
students residing in dorms and FSILGs should return forms 
to Residential Advisers or House Managers by Monday April 
5. Students residing in dorms or FSILGs should obtain census 
forms from their RAs or house managers, whose information 

can be found at: http://web.mit.edu/census/contacts.html.
MIT only distributes and collects forms for those who live 

on campus or in Institute-approved housing. Individuals living 
in apartments or off campus should have received their census 
form from the Census Bureau in the mail and should have re-
turned the form on April 1 — as Tuesday’s brief indicated. 

All should return the form, regardless of citizenship. 

CORRECTIONS
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Calm down? I think not
Democrats have a short memory when it comes to incendiary politicking

By Keith Yost
Staff ColumniSt

Health care protesters are an unruly 
lot. They’ve broken windows. They’ve sent 
threatening letters to congressmen. They’ve 
called representatives bad names and spat at 
them. By the standards of American politics, 
this is small potatoes, and like everything 
else, it too shall pass.

Democrats, eyeing the 2010 midterms 
and eager to portray the Republican party 
as an atavistic throwback to the 1960’s, are 
now trying to spin a case that recent unrest 
is not the random stirrings of the occasional 
angry guy, but instead purposely incited by 
Republican leadership. Nevermind that the 
GOP has publicly denounced what few out-
bursts of racism, homophobia, or violence 
that there have been — when a conservative 
gives a speech that urges his party to contest 
“battleground” states, we should all read into 
the subtextual clue he is sending to commit 
violence against liberals.

This charge is absurd, and what’s more, is 
patently hypocritical. Republicans are mere-
ly rallying their base and tapping into the 
sea of discontent that liberals have brought 
upon themselves. Most of the Republican 
language that has been cited by Democrats 
as inflammatory is simply run of the mill 

metaphor of politics as war, and certainly no 
worse than the charges hurled by liberals at 
the previous president.

When liberals said that George W. Bush 
stole the 2000 election, were they merely 
being outspoken in their belief that the Su-
preme Court interpreted the law incorrectly, 
or were they urging on a patriotic counter-
coup to seize back the country by whatever 
means necessary? When they said that he 

was a war criminal, were they using hyper-
bolic language to challenge his foreign pol-
icy, or were they calling for him to be tried 
and executed? When they compared him to 
a chimpanzee, were they being humorous 
in their criticism, or were they being rac-
ist? Throughout the eight years of the Bush 
Presidency, even a casual follower of politics 
can find language and acts more extreme 

than those being taken by some protesters 
today. Hell, a casual observer of Obama’s 
current Chief of Staff, Rahm Emanuel, could 
find antics as embarrassing as what we are 
now seeing.

Perhaps Bill Clinton said it best when he 
commented on the 1992 Los Angeles riots 
that killed 53 people and injured thousands 
of others. In the run up to the riots, plenty 
of leaders on the left had expressed outrage 
and stirred up their followers. Afterward, 
few were willing to go so far as to condone 
the violence, but neither did they condemn 
it too strenuously either. Then candidate 
for president, Clinton captured the logic 
perfectly: The rioters couldn’t be blamed. 
Their rioting was the natural result of being 
poor, unemployed, and downtrodden  — 
and wasn’t it Republican policies that made 
them so? Should the blame fall on the lead-
ers that stood up and represented them, or 
should it fall on those who placed them in 
their situation?

Or perhaps it was Barack Obama who 
said it best, when he commented on the rac-
ism of his former pastor, Jeremiah Wright. 
He denounced the pastor’s speech in no 
uncertain terms. And yet, he could not dis-
own him or others like him, saying, “These 
people are a part of me. And they are a part 
of America, this country that I love.” Their 

anger was not to be embraced, he explained, 
but to ignore their anger would be to ignore 
its root causes, and if we did that we would 
never unravel it.

If angry people are symptomatic of legiti-
mate problems, and it is more productive to 
address those problems than to mute angry 
people, then what exactly is the Democratic 
complaint with today’s strain of angry folk? 
Why should it be the case that Democratic 
anger must be dealt with by an appeal to its 
root causes, but Republican anger must be 
false, manufactured, and unworthy of any-
thing but contempt?

Outraged people have a right to express 
themselves. Of course we should condemn 
violence and calls to violence, but broadly 
muzzling political speech on the specula-
tive basis that it might lead to violence is 
contrary to our democratic values. Besides, 
we are nowhere near that point — the worst 
example of Republican politicians urging 
violence that Democrats have been able to 
muster is an Arizona blogger who called 
upon his readers to break windows and run 
away. The melodramatic claims that Repub-
lican politicking is destroying the fabric of 
our nation is nothing more than the prattle 
of egoists with hurt feelings, wishing that 
others loved them as much as they love 
themselves.

On Campus

Update from the Graduate Student Council
By Alex Hamilton Chan

The Graduate Student Council set out 
to chart a financially prudent path to better 
graduate student life and to maintain core 
activities and services provided to students 
this year. And with much pleasure, I report 
that our administration has achieved what 
we promised — not just to maintain the 
level of graduate student life at MIT, but to 
bring it to new horizons.

This past year has seen many important 
developments at the GSC. As a direct result 
of the council’s work, a reasonable stipend 
increase (2 percent) as well as improve-
ments in various aspects of campus life 
were possible. We also managed to estab-
lish a leadership position for the GSC on the 
national level. Orientation and signature 
events were very well attended while cre-
ative new initiatives like the Diversity Task 
Force were launched. The graduate dental 
plan that was created by the GSC three years 
ago has reached an enrollment of 1051 this 
year.

Today, I write to provide a short “State of 
the Council.”

Advocacy, student welfare & career 
development

The GSC’s annual stipend recommenda-
tion to the MIT Administration has been a 
consistently strong example of the Coun-
cil and the Administration working coop-
eratively.  Each year’s recommendation is 
made from a cost-of-living analysis, pro-
duced from surveys and government infla-
tion statistics. Our analysis this year showed 
that the average grad student faced at least 
1.4 percent inflation during 2008-2009 and 
that many grad students still rely on savings, 
credit card debt and gifts from relatives to 
meet all their expenses. These findings were 

presented to the Deans Group, resulting in 
a central stipend increase of 2 percent to 
make up for a shortfall in previous years.

Our GSC administration has created a 
legislative action subcommittee and added 
national policy to our otherwise campus-
based advocacy agenda, going to Wash-
ington, D.C. to push for tax exemption of 
graduate student stipends, open access to 
federally funded published research, and 
higher caps on H-1B visas for advanced-
degree holders. We sent delegations to 
Capitol Hill to lobby  as part of the National 
Association of Graduate-Professional Stu-
dents’ annual “Legislative Action Days” in 
both the fall and the spring. The MIT GSC 
demonstrated its leadership in these efforts 
and stood out as the nation’s most active 
graduate-professional government in our 
lobbying efforts.

The 2009 Career Fair, organized jointly 
with the Class of 2009 and the Society of 
Women Engineers, was a tremendous suc-
cess by all measures. With over 300 compa-
nies and more than 5,000 students attending, 
the fair was the largest student-run event on 
campus and one of the largest career fairs in 
the country. The employer-to-student ratio 
of the MIT Career Fair is approximately five 
times higher than that at the career fairs of 
our peer institutions, such as Harvard and 
Yale. In collaboration with the UA, students 
worked with administrators and faculty 
to propose a resolution at the May faculty 
meeting for moving the September student 
holiday from a Monday to a day aligning the 
fair with a student holiday to make student 
participation easier and reduce class absen-
teeism. This resolution was passed in the 
November 2009 faculty meeting. 

For a third consecutive year, the GSC 
teamed up with the Writing and Commu-
nication Center and the Center for Health 
Promotion and Wellness to offer the Disser-
tation Boot Camp for students who would 
like additional support while writing their 
dissertations. Also, in collaboration with 
the Postdoctoral Advisory Council and the 
Career Development Center, the GSC held 
the Academic Career Series as well as the 
national award-winning Professional De-
velopment Series, and our latest sessions 
attracted over a hundred attendees. Fur-
thermore, the GSC travel grants continue to 

benefit many students in need of support to 
present their work at conferences.

Student life and activities
The year started off with an extremely suc-

cessful graduate orientation, the most highly 
attended in history. Our welcome address fea-
tured President Hockfield and two Nobel lau-
reates. Other GSC activities that made the year 
more enjoyable included excursions to local 
events, an 800-person BU-MIT Party, and the 
Alumni Dinner Series. The annual GSC Ski 
Trip was the largest ever, and saw some 550 
students enjoy an IAP weekend in the snow at 
Sunday River. 

The Muddy Charles Pub continues to be a 
focal point and meeting place for many grad 
students. The pub continued its cultural Mon-
day Mondays series, offering food and drink 
from around the world in partnership with 
student groups from the featured country. 
Also, the Pub conducted an extremely suc-
cessful Renovation Competition. The Muddy 
board is working with some of the winning 
ideas and moving toward implementation to 
give this beloved pub a new and improved 
look.

The GSC Funding Board awarded $128,548 
to over a hundred student groups in the past 
academic year. Hundreds of events were made 
possible because of this funding. Despite the 
budgetary contraction, our team managed to 
maintain this vibrancy of student activities by 
keeping funds available to the student groups. 
We have also launched a small fund to en-
courage creativity and new student groups.

The Leadership Development Subcom-
mittee held a one-day on-campus leadership 
evaluation seminar at which participants used 
a self-assessment tool to investigate their own 
leadership styles and how those styles inter-
face with others. The Subcommittee also con-
tinued its successful Leadership Evolution for 
Graduate Students series, instructing gradu-
ate students on essential leadership skills over 
the course of three IAP sessions.

As members of our newly-established 
Legislative Action Subcommittee took on key 
leadership roles in NAGPS, our team also re-
inforced our leadership role with the Boston 
Graduate Leadership Organization (BGLO). 
A stronger graduate student coalition in the 
Boston area and across the nation can serve 
as a unified voice for student advocacy as well 
as a useful platform for sharing best practices 
and networking. As part of our work with 
BGLO, we organized several events including 
a 900-person party and a Haiti fundraiser. Fur-
thermore, we won the bids to host the 2010 
NAGPS National Conference and the 2011 Ivy 
Summit. Our administration established MIT 
as a leader in the graduate community nation-
wide.

Looking forward
As part of a broader Advising Initiative, we 

developed and implemented a new gradu-
ate student survey on mentoring issues and 
advisor-advisee relationships and started 
analyzing the results. This survey had 2460 re-
spondents, which amounts to 40 percent of all 
MIT graduate students. It is the most power-
ful dataset on advising ever generated at MIT. 
A major focus of the rest of our term and for 
a substantial part of the next administration 
will be to generate suggestions and actionable 
items from this dataset.

The 4th Grad Gala will be held on April 10, 
continuing a growing tradition for the GSC. 
The MIT Ring is one of the most recogniz-
able rings in the world, and the GSC Grad Rat 
committee launched an extremely innovative 
campaign reaching out to a wide range of both 
student groups and alumni. 

Finally, elections for new GSC officers for 
the 2010-2011 term will be held at the April 
General Council Meeting on April 7th, 2010 at 
5:30 p.m. in 32-155. More information is avail-
able at the GSC website: http://gsc.mit.edu. 
Speaking from personal experience, this is a 
very rewarding experience for both enhanc-
ing personal growth and contributing to the 
community. I encourage you to consider run-
ning for a position.

Join us now or send your suggestions to 
changemit@mit.edu.

on Campus runs every friday and features 
opinions about campus issues.

alex Hamilton Chan is the president of the 
Graduate Student Council.

Republicans are merely 
rallying their base and 
tapping into the sea of 
discontent that liberals 
have brought upon 
themselves.

A stronger graduate 
student coalition in the 
Boston area and across 
the nation can serve as a 
unified voice for student 
advocacy.

The Muddy Charles pub 
continues to be a focal 
point and meeting place 
for many grad students.

      opinion@tech.mit.edu
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Dubai anD back again

The city of tomorrow
If it sounds too good to be true, maybe it is

By Keith Yost
Staff ColumniSt

I hadn’t expected much coming out of 
college. I knew that recessions were not kind 
to the young and inexperienced, so I was 
surprised when I received an offer from the 
Boston Consulting Group to work as a busi-
ness consultant in Dubai. 

It seemed too good to be true — what did 
a business strategy firm need with a 22-year 
old nuclear engineer? — but the compensa-
tion was too much for me to harbor any seri-
ous second thoughts. Adding up the salary 
offer, signing bonus, housing allowance, per-
formance bonus, and profit sharing, I could 
easily make $200,000 in my first year, topped 
off with a gold-plated benefits package.

I’d long given up my rebellious streak, 
but it was still a source of pride to outdo my 
parents. In a single stroke, I would surpass 
their highest combined income — what bet-
ter proof of one’s independence could there 
be than that? Getting the job was not just a 
relief from the uncertainty of life after gradu-
ation. This was it. This was adulthood. This 
was everything I’d worked so hard for at MIT. 
I couldn’t be happier.

A short year later however, the dream job 
was gone. 

The Dubai economy, advertised to me 
in interviews as recession-proof, was racked 
by a credit crisis that revealed deeper, argu-
ably insurmountable, structural problems. 
My foreign adventure ended abruptly with 
a paroxysm of self-doubt and despair. In re-
turning to the United States, I returned to all 
the feelings of uncertainty that came with 
graduation; I was right back to where I was 
before I had begun my job search, complete 
with the inescapable anxiety that comes 
from not knowing what you want to do in 
life. Seven months in the Middle East had 
taught me only one lesson: Even in the best 
of circumstances, business consulting can 
be a morally ambiguous and soul-crushing 
profession.

Now back in Boston, I find it hard to 
complain about how things turned out. I still 
may not know what I want to do in life, but I 

learned a little more about the world. I paid 
off $61,000 of student loans. I continue to get 
to waste my weekends on idle adventures 
with friends. When I am honest with myself, 
I must admit this was more than I had ex-
pected. Yet at the same time, what I am left 
with is little consolation when I think of how 
close I was to being set for life. Sometimes I 
lay awake at night and wonder... what hap-
pened?

The city of yesterday and tomorrow, 
today!

I arrived in Dubai in June, 2009. If there 
is an urban analogue to shock and awe 
military campaigns, Dubai is it. Giant malls, 
grand hotels, towering skyscrapers, indoor 
ski slopes, islands shaped like palm trees; to 
be poetic about it, what the mind imagines, 
the Emiratis built. The skyline is amazing. 
The food is wonderful. The elevator close 
door buttons actually close the doors when 
you press them. Nothing is old, everything is 
new. After a life of living exclusively in build-
ings several decades older than myself, I was 
finally in the city of the future.

Within a couple weeks, the favorable 
first impressions faded into a less attractive 
picture. While the winter is cooler, summer 
temperatures commonly reach to 110 de-
grees and, factoring in the high humidity, 
feel closer to 140 degrees. The ocean is like 
bath water and provides no respite from the 
heat. There are no names for the streets, no 
up-to-date maps online, and the cabbies, 
themselves fresh expats from less developed 
countries, do not know their way around. 
The commercial banking system is terrible. 
The laws are strange and the bureaucracy 
inept. There is silt and dust everywhere. 
English is common, but not as common as 
Bad English (Bad English is a language very 
similar to English, but with the added gram-
matical rule that speakers must repeat every 
sentence three times). If one is determined 
to do so, it is not hard to have a terrible time 
in Dubai.

As a city, the novelty of Dubai fades 
quickly. Outside of one or two unique at-
tractions, like wadi bashing or the gold souk, 

Dubai does not have much to offer in the 
way of touristy things. One quickly bores of 
roaming the countless malls, each filled with 
the same stores and sights as the last. De-
spite its headline-stealing architectural ac-
complishments, after a few hours of explo-
ration one gets the feeling that Dubai is not 
so much a city as a giant sprawling suburb, 
an insipid tessellation of apartment build-
ings, shopping centers, restaurants, and of-
fice parks, plopped unceremoniously into a 
barren desert.

As a culture, Dubai’s novelty is more du-
rable. The city is a melting pot, borrowing 
heavily from British, Arab, and South Asian 
influences, but also adding in pieces from 
elsewhere around the world. The cultural 
plenty affords an opportunity to cherry pick 
the best bits (like chicken tikka masala) and 
avoid the mediocre elements (like watching 
cricket). But along with this diversity comes 
a curious sort of contradiction, as if one were 
viewing the frayed edges where two cultures 
failed to mesh. The posted signs plaintively 
urging western women to wear more modest 
clothing and the advertisements on the sides 
of mass-produced soda cups at franchised 
fast food joints (one such cup suggesting, in 
the ultimate of anatopisms, that hen-pecked 
Emirati men should relax from their female-
dominated households by indulging in a 
snack on their bike ride to work), imply that 
on some level, the mixing cultures failed to 
find common ground.

At one restaurant I found, the manag-
ers had put up a flat screen TV that played, 
on loop, the concert of some teen idol boy 
band I’d never heard of. Emirati women, 
bundled up head to toe in their black bur-
kas, would walk by, giggle, and goggle at the 

hip gyrations of these half-naked, off-key 
westerners. If you had a taste for irony and 
were lucky, you might eat lunch during one 
of the five daily calls to prayer, and could lis-
ten bemusedly as the tinny adhan fought to 
be heard over the sex-filled pop music. Were 
these merely growing pains, or a battle for 
the city’s soul?

Ultimately, my most enduring impression 
of Dubai is not what it has accomplished, but 
what it failed to accomplish. Caught offguard 
by the global recession, Dubai’s haphazard 
expansion has been frozen in mid-stride for 
all the world to gawk at, like rubberneckers 
at a traffic accident. Its unfinished metro sys-
tem, a patch-work solution to an awkward, 
poorly planned network of roads, connects 
partially built apartments to idle construc-
tion sites. What had been a miraculous 
boom story now looks like a particularly ugly 
form of “hurry up and wait.”

To the optimistic, the inchoate nature of 
Dubai’s sprawl might suggest the possibility 
of some later, more mature period of devel-
opment during which the mistakes made 
during the early days of reckless develop-
ment can be put to right. But for me it was 
eerie to look upon a city that is incomplete. 
The windowless, unfinished skyscrapers, 
with their threads of rebar jutting out, evoke 
the thought of destruction, rather than con-
struction. The still, abandoned cranes and 
the anemic flows of traffic highlight the 
troubles the city faces rather than its poten-
tial. Were it not for the youth of the city, who 
seem to take great pains to draw obscenities 
and genitalia on every dust covered surface 
of every abandoned car and storefront, one 
might easily mistake Dubai a casualty of 
some sort of apocalyptic alien invasion or 
neutron bombing, not the victim of a sharp 
recession and sudden depopulation.

There are several words that can be used 
to describe Dubai. It is magnificent, mun-
dane, interesting, diverse, conflicted, and 
hot. But if I were limited to only one, it was 
disturbing.

this is the first in a four-part series on 
the author’s experience as a consultant in 
Dubai.

President Susan Hockfield and Vice 
President for Institute Affairs Kirk D. Ko-
lenbrander attended Senate this past Mon-
day. The two discussed the state of MIT’s 
finances, particularly in the context of W1, 
and answered questions from students. 
The majority of questions surrounded 
MIT’s commitment to innovation in the fu-
ture and how we can budget appropriately 
to be both more innovative and more sus-
tainable. A full transcript of the discussion 
will be available online after minutes have 
been approved at the next Senate meeting 
at http://ua.mit.edu/senate/minutes. Sen-
ate also passed a bill to fund the creation of 
Athena Paper Notebooks and to support a 
MassCPR event.

The recruiting process for next year is 
underway! Institute Committee nomina-
tions interviews will take place this upcom-
ing weekend. The President and Vice Presi-
dent elect will be interviewing students who 

wish to serve as executive members and/or 
committee chairs of the UA next year. A full 
list of positions is available at http://ua.mit.
edu/exec/positions. All students interested 
in applying must submit an application to 
wedothings@mit.edu by 5 p.m. on April 9 
with the following information:

1) Name, Class Year, MIT e-mail, 
2) Position(s) of interest (see below; up 

to 3; in order of preference), 
3) Qualifications / Accomplishments 

(no more than 100 words; annotated list is 
appropriate), 

4) Answer the questions: Why are you 
interested in this position?  What ideas do 
you have for it for next year? (no more than 
150 words per position), 

5) References (up to two)
6) Availability for 30 minute interview 

(Three options in order of preference). 
— maggie Delano, 
ua Vice President

ua upDate

Apply for UA positions

Ultimately, my most 
enduring impression of 
Dubai is not what it has 
accomplished, but what 
it failed to accomplish

need renovations which could be completed 
over the course of a summer, a list of dorms 
that were booked for summer conferences, 
and three dorms that could accommodate 
the diversity of living styles on campus. When 
students asked for justification regarding how 
the dorms were categorized, clear numbers 
were presented backing up claims. When stu-
dents asked about smoking, cats, desk work-
ers, storage, transportation and ensuring stu-
dents could block with other students from 
their dorm, Residential Life worked to ensure 
that those needs could be met. When it came 
time to communicate a final decision to the 
undergraduate population, student repre-
sentatives were in a position to help present 
the case for change, making sure to empha-
size where the cost savings were coming from 
and the renovations that could be expected 
in dorms that were closed. This collabora-
tive working style resulted in an outcome that 
both students and administrators supported, 
even though the initial situation looked bleak. 
As a final sign of teamwork, HSG agreed to 
review the decision annually in order to de-
termine where improvements could be made 
and which dorms would be open in future 
summers.

HDAG
HDAG was brought together earlier this 

month to advise the Dean for Student Life on 
the creation of a new (and more cost effective) 
solution to house dining at MIT. Following in 
the wake of the Blue Ribbon Dining Commit-
tee and the Undergraduate Association’s Din-
ing Proposal Committee, this group of admin-
istrators, housemasters, and students from the 
five dining hall dorms (Baker,  McCormick, 
Next, Simmons, and the Phoenix Group) has 
a monumental task: students want a healthy, 
cheap dining situation with more choice.

While this group is just beginning its work, 
it is clear that there are already several obsta-

cles to credibly engaging students. The time 
between the creation of this committee and a 
final decision is approximately one and a half 
months, which is simply not enough time. On 
a matter of such great importance, it is un-
likely that student input can be collected and 
incorporated in any meaningful way before 
students depart for the summer. In order to 
meet the time constraints, HDAG members 
have been presented with a rigid set of as-
sumptions: there will be a meal plan and it 
will involve at least a certain number of meals 
per week. These assumptions are the only 
real decisions that most students care about 
and insisting that they are part of any solution 
creates an impediment to meaningful dining 
conversation. Unlike the assumptions that 
were made by Residential Life in the summer 
housing utilization decision that were logi-
cal and able to stand up to a challenge, it ap-
pears that the assumptions made by HDAG 
are not up for negotiation. Finally, HDAG 
membership is drawn exclusively from the 
five dining hall dorms and provides students 
outside those dorms with only limited chan-
nels for input through an Idea Bank and pub-
lic forums, both of which appear to be behind 
schedule.

Conclusion
There is a lot to learn about the value of 

student engagement from these recent exam-
ples. Administrators and students can work 
as equals on issues important to both parties. 
When information flows freely and students 
are involved at the beginning of the decision-
making process, the results benefit the entire 
MIT Community. On the other hand, prob-
lems can emerge when decisions appear to 
be rubber stamped by students with limited 
choices on a tight deadline. There have been 
some major improvements in the realm of 
student engagement this past year and I think 
we can all look forward to future refinement.

michael a. Bennie ‘10 is the current presi-
dent of the undergraduate association.

Undergraduate influence 
Two years of engaging the administration
Student engagement, from Page 4
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By tracy Kambara
Staff WRItER

Last week, the hard drive in my 
clunky Dell whirred its final breath. So 
today, I present you with the first café re-
view written on my shiny new netbook. 
Its lightweight portability inspired me to 
kill a flock of birds with one stone, some-
thing I couldn’t have done before without 
getting scoliosis. In one trip, I returned a 
sweater from Copley Place (buyer’s re-
morse), bought tortillas at Trader Joe’s 
(huevos rancheros for brunch tomor-
row), and investigated a café I’d never 
been to on Newbury Street.

This was my fresh-start, optimis-
tic mentality upon stepping into Wired 
Puppy, an internet café between Glouc-
ester and Fairfield Streets. By the time I 
left, I had mixed feelings.

Maybe it’s the name: Wired Puppy. 
The logo features a blue dog strung out 
on caffeine, but it looks more like it’s 
been subjected to electric shock ther-
apy. Overall, it doesn’t evoke images of 
calm study spaces or good coffee. This 

is both a blessing and a curse, because 
I counted ten seats inside and nine of 
them were open. There’s a free comput-
er (a Mac!) that you can use in the back 
of the shop, and you can send print jobs 
to the shop next door. Yet even with free 
wi-fi, people don’t seem to be flocking to 
the poor old electrocuted canine.

That’s too bad, because their espres-
so is nicely done, better than anything 
you’ll find near campus. It’s not too bit-
ter and not too watery. Wired Puppy’s 

original location in Provincetown made 
it big by using only organic and fair trade 
beans, a philosophy upheld in their Bos-
ton store. Both the price and the taste 
reflect this choice: It’s more expensive 
than Starbucks, but at least your drink 
won’t taste burnt. A word of warning to 
foam-haters: Their lattes have quite a 
thick layer of undecorated froth.

I waited a while for my drink to cool 
down because it was served in a handle-
less mug, similar to the Hug Mug used 
at Max Brenner in New York City, but 
definitely less endearing because it was 
merely a Crate & Barrel rice bowl. I can’t 
ride my bike with no handlebars, what 
makes you think I can drink my lattes 
with no handles?

Excuse my lame joke. It’s just that my 
ears were assaulted with so many bad 
songs from years past as I sat in Wired 
Puppy. I usually try to enjoy the ambi-
ence set by a coffee shop’s music, but I 
can only take so much “bump, bump, 
bump”-ing from B2K and persistent 
prodding from P!nk to “get this party 
started” before I reach for my iPod. Ac-

cording to a sign posted inside, the 
baristas each choose their own playlist, 
so perhaps I was just cursed with the one 
who still thinks it’s 2002.

I can think of a few scenarios that 
would warrant a return trip to Wired 
Puppy. Maybe I’ll forget to print out a 
coupon to a store on Newbury Street. Or 
all of the other coffee shops will be jam-
packed. Or I’ll want to use a clean bath-
room while I’m out and about. But other 
than that, Wired Puppy won’t cut it as my 
go-to coffee shop in this part of town.

Unless I want to remember how that 
one song by Ashanti and Ja Rule goes.

Wired Puppy

250 Newbury street

Boston, MA 02116

travel time from 77 Mass 
Ave: 10 minutes

Double Soy latte, PleaSe!

Good drinks, wi-fi, ambiance: Choose two
Wired Puppy knows good coffee, but could use some help attracting customers

The MIT Press  
Bookstore

292 Main Street
Kendall Sq., Cambridge

(617) 253-5249 
books@mit.edu

9-7 M-F, 10-6 Sa, 12-6 Su

LO
AD

ING DOCK SALE

2 Days 
Only!at The MIT Press Books

to
re

announcing:

The Spring 2010
LOADING 

DOCK SALE!

Sat., April 10th, 
10:00am-7:00pm  
“No Dealers” Day*

Sun., April 11th, 
10:00am-7:00pm 
“Open to All” Day*

Books up to 95% off! 
Huge savings on:
• Shelfworn Books • 

• Out-of-Print Books • 
• Journals Back-Issues • 

• Overstock •

*see website for details:
web.mit.edu/bookstore/www/

“a feeding frenzy 
for the brain!”

Eating Disorder Treatment
Treatment of Adults Suffering from 

Anorexia and Bulimia Nervosa 
Informed clinicians refer their clients to 
Laurel Hill Inn. LHI provides the most 
effective treatment and deploys the highest 
staff-to-client ratio in New England. We 
provide extensive programming in a highly 
structured and supervised non-institutional 

therapeutic setting. Evening, day, and residential treatment as well as 
weekly support groups in West Medford and West Somerville.  Call 
Linda at 781 396-1116 or visit www.laurelhillinn.com. 

Receive free health and genetic screenings
Make a real difference in the lives of families 

SPERM DONORS

Invest minimal time

APPLY ONLINE:

                 SPERMBANK.com

Earn up to 

per month

- convenient Cambridge location

the cafe’s logo 
features a blue 
dog strung out on 
caffeine, but it looks 
more like it’s been 
subjected to electric 
shock therapy.

S:11.5 in

S
:7

 in

We choose the world we live in, so make the right choices. Earth Share supports more than 400 environmental 
and conservation organizations that impact you every day.

Visit us at earthshare.org

WE LIVE IN THE HOUSE 
WE ALL BUILD.

This space donated by The Tech
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MOVIE REVIEw

Madness, genius, feast for the eyes!
Tim Burton seduces us with a beautiful, eerie Wonderland

By Maggie Liu
Arts Editor

I have long been a fan of anything Tim 
Burton-related. He is the epitome of weird-
ness. He’s kooky, bizarre, batty, brimming 
with a creativity that only a madman or a true 
genius could possess (I think that he is a bit 
of both). So no, I was not surprised at all that 
Tim Burton chose to remake Alice in Won-
derland. Honestly, I could not imagine it any 
other way. A world set in between nightmare 
and whimsical dreamland? Check. A slew of 
odd characters with ungainly physical traits 
or fantastical talking beasts? Check.  A fabu-
lous array of costume designs that rival the 
runway of Betty Johnson and John Galliano? 
Check.

During IAP, I attended Tim Burton’s ex-
hibit at the MoMA. Many may argue that 
the exhibit was overhyped and repetitive 
with portrait after portrait of strange crit-
ters pulled from Burton’s brain. Creepily 
cute mummies walked about. Bold colors 
and deliberate strokes. Creations that were 
both beautiful and obscene. I was in love. 
If I could, I would marry Burton’s creativ-
ity. A particular line from the film sums up 
Burton- “All the best of us are mad”. In Alice, 
Burton returns to present us with a feast for 
the eyes. While I did not experience the 3D 
version because I heard rumors of disap-
pointment, Burton truly delivers his visual 
vision to the audience. Boy, it is delectable 
indeed. Burton places his personal stamp 
on the original characters. The Red Queen 
(Helena Bonham Carter) has a grotesque 
bulbous head and the temper of a 40-year-
old spinster. The Mad Hatter (Johnny Depp) 
could pass for the love child of a member of 
Cirque de Soleil and the late Michael Jack-
son. Fans of Harry Potter will cheer as Alan 
Rickman lends his velvet baritone to the 
voice of the hookah-smoking caterpillar. 
While the original Alice possessed an under-
lying darkness, Burton’s unabashedly high-
lights the strange.

The plotline in Alice is a revamped spin 
of the original Lewis Carroll. It is set thirteen 
years after Alice’s initial debut to Wonder-
land. Alice is a delicate socialite who is pro-
posed to by an unsightly redhead during an 
extravagant tea party. Stifled by the societal 
expectations and conventions about her, 
she seeks escape. Luckily, escape comes in 
the form of a scurrying familiar white rabbit. 
Down the rabbit hole she goes!

Now, Burton is not one for subtleties in 
the film. Some of the symbolisms and ges-
tures are trite and emphatically made as if 
the viewer may miss the message. When Al-
ice finally ended her long fall down the rab-
bit hole, her perfectly coiled curls fell loose 

to crimped waves. The restricting tea party 
dress was next to go, replaced by an off-the-
shoulder billowy concoction. The transfor-
mation could not be any more obvious. The 
constant distinctions between good and evil 
also became overbearing halfway through 
the film. Burton is not usually one to draw 
such stark contrasts — the atmosphere be-
came more Disney than Burton. However, 
fear not, there are still plenty of rolling eye-
balls and quirky Burton-esque things that 
devoted fans will appreciate.

Australian actress Mia Wasikowska is 
definitely stunning as a wispy grown-up 
Alice. Whispers of “God, I love her hair” 
pervaded the movie theater every time the 
camera zoomed in to watch her flip her hair. 
But sometimes Wasikowska’s acting falls flat. 
Her transformation from a dispirited social-
ite to a strong-minded independent woman 
was not totally convincing. Furthermore, 
imagining those frail wrists lifting a sword to 
fight the dreadful Jabberwocky causes me to 

wince. What she lacks in depth of character, 
she makes up with her poise and camera-
friendly features. If Wasikowska’s acting ca-
reer fails, she can always go into high-fashion 
modeling. Her type of beauty — all chiselled 
cheekbones and clean beauty is a favorite 
of high end designers. On the other hand, 
Johnny Depp is simply divine. He is able to 
bring a higher element of character to Mad 
Hatter. Aside from the gorgeous makeup job, 
he is effortlessly endearing. While the origi-
nal character had a more menacing edge, 
Depp crafts a character that is adorkable. 
For a bit, he almost seemed a potential love 
interest of Alice but of course, that would be 
straying too far from the original plot line. 

If I could have had it my way, I would 
have more Burton and less of Disney. While 
the film overall is successful at weaving a 
fantastical dreamworld, there is an unre-
solved conflict. Burton reels us in with the 
weird, painting his little world of stoic poker 
card guards and cackling rabbits in gentle-

manly attire. Although we wish for nothing 
more than to soak in this strange but eerily 
gorgeous world, Disney sets on the old and 
tried path — the coming-of-age tale of a 
youth struggling to come to terms with her 
identity and destiny. 

hhhh✩

Alice in Wonderland

Directed by tim Burton

starring Mia Wasikowska, 
Johnny Depp, Helena 
Bonham Carter, Anne 
Hathaway

rated PG, now playing in 
2D and 3D

CourtEsy of WAlt disnEy PiCturEs

Mia Wasikowska plays 19-year-old Alice, who returns to Wonderland to fulfill her true destiny.

By Kathryn Dere
stAff WritEr

It seems as if Tim Burton’s most recent 
project has sparked a resurgence of Alice in 
Wonderland.  Certainly Alice is all the rage 
in London, with the movie’s recent Leic-
ester Square premier and Selfridges’ Al-
ice-themed tearoom (although second to 
Harrods in posh-ness and size, Selfridges 
can still boast unrivalled bumblebee-yel-
low bags and equally eye-catching, face-
against-glass window displays, displays 
that for a time matched the said tearoom).

But there is more to tell between the 
childhood classic’s first 1865 printing and 
its less child-friendly, Burton-esque recre-
ation of 2010.

In just two small display cases, almost 
completely lost in the labyrinth that is Lon-
don’s Victoria and Albert Museum, I found 
the entire history of Alice in Wonderland 
in popular culture. And Alice has most cer-
tainly been getting around.

Predictably, there were several modern 
permutations of Alice in Wonderland, all 
with varying illustrations – in contrast to 
the more traditional Victorian depictions 

was the 1929 Art Deco version by Willy 
Pogány, featuring an Alice with bobbed 
hair and fashionable shift dress.  The more 
radical 1967 illustrations by Ralph Stead-
man replaced the actual characters with 
modern stereotypes (the Caterpillar is ac-
tually a hashish-smoking student, for ex-
ample).

Less predictable were the politically 
charged parodies, Malice in Kulturland 
(1914) and Adolf in Blunderland (1939): 
While the anti-war Malice in Kulturland 
kept the character of Alice and even had 
illustrations close to the originals, Adolf 
in Blunderland went so far as to feature 
its title character as a rather unintelligent 
schoolboy.

Futuristic movies and flamboyant fash-
ion designers have even added to the roll 
of the modern Wonderland-crazed.  One 
of the many graphic novel spinoffs of the 
Matrix (ed. Andy and Larry Wachowski), 
has the unsettling first sentence: “It’s al-
ways the same, the day turns into sleep, 
sleep into a dream, the dream turns into a 
nightmare, and then the nightmare turns 
into reality.” Sounds familiar? In the realm 
of fashion is John Galliano, who designed 

Alice-themed costumes for both Annie 
Leibovitz’s December 2003 photo shoot 
for Vogue and Gwen Stefani’s 2004 music 
video for “What You Waiting For”? . 

Only Alice has inspired beyond the oc-
casional fashion photo shoot or Disney 
movie.  Alice in Wonderland is more than 
a fairy tale, and we owe its uniqueness not 
to an opium-smoking poet but to a bored 
Oxford mathematician, Charles Dodgson, 
who escaped the monotony of his life by 
telling nonsensical stories to children on 
rowing expeditions. Now all that remains 
to be done is a movie paying homage to 
the “Lewis Carroll” as he spun the tale 
that would inspire artists generations later. 
finding Wonderland, perhaps? 

“We are all mad here: 
Alice in Pop Culture”

March 5–June 12

Victoria and Albert 
Museum, London UK

MusEuM REVIEw

Through the window-glass
Exhibit on Alice and how we’ve seen her through the ages
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Steal My Comic� by Michael Ciuffo

Help Desk by Michael Benitez

by Jorge Cham
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Crossword Puzzle
Solution, page 13

ACROSS 
 1 Clayey soil
 5 Throat warmer
 10 Con job
 14 Ultimatum word
 15 “Iliad” writer
 16 Perry’s creator
 17 Cartoonist 

Groening
 18 “Fear of Flying” 

author Jong
 19 Stir up
 20 Agreement that 

may not hold up in 
court

 23 Lobster eggs
 24 Evening in an ode
 25 Motel posting
 26 MIV halved
 28 Ike’s WW2 

command
 30 Letters in theater 

lobbies
 32 Once, once
 34 Mich. neighbor
 36 Slip by
 41 Keep in mind
 44 Open __!

 45 Kid
 46 Four ounces
 47 Minute amount
 49 Jurisprudence
 51 Plea at sea
 52 East German secret 

police
 56 Supped
 58 Funny Philips
 60 Suggested 

improvement for 
20A and 41A

 64 Purim month
 65 Home or bed 

follower
 66 Irritate
 68 Innermost part
 69 Seething
 70 OT score, initially
 71 __ go bragh!
 72 Rice liquors
 73 Unit of force

DOWn 
 1 NASA’s moon 

vehicle
 2 Norwegian saint
 3 Text stars

 4 Paris subway
 5 Long Island 

stadium
 6 Puzo’s don
 7 Liturgical vestment
 8 Scout’s missions
 9 Humorist Lebowitz
 10 Junipero __
 11 Serb’s neighbor
 12 Mrs. Kramden
 13 Thaws
 21 Pollinator
 22 Fairy-tale beast
 26 Sen. group
 27 “Dies __” (day of 

wrath)
 29 Marisa of “My 

Cousin Vinny”
 31 Spanish lariat
 33 Lipton product
 35 Explosive initials
 37 Director Lee
 38 Rash-producing 

plant
 39 Normandy town
 40 Congers
 42 External boundary
 43 Abide

 48 Hindu writings
 50 Dampen
 52 Elbow room
 53 English dynasty

 54 Early arcade name
 55 Seductress
 57 Fine-tune
 59 Bogged down

 61 Egyptian goddess
 62 Mid-March
 63 Singer Campbell
 67 Compass dir.

 
  ● Each row and each column 
must contain the numbers 1 
through 4 (easy) or 1 through 6 
(challenging) without repeating.

  ● The numbers within the heavily 
outlined boxes, called cages, 
must combine using the given 

operation (in any order) to 
produce the target numbers 
in the top-left corners. 

  ● Freebies: Fill in single-box 
cages with the number in 
the top-left corner.

KenKen® is a registered trademark of Nextoy, LLC.  ©2010 KenKen Puzzle LLC. All rights reserved. Dist. by UFS, Inc.  www.kenken.com
 

4-12-10

 

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 3 by 3 grid contains exactly 
one of each of the digits 1 through 9.

Kenken
Solution, page 12

Sudoku
Solution, page 12

9 7 2
2 4

1 5 4
5 6 2 8

3 9 5 4 1 7
1 9 3 4

1 2 3
9 1

6 3 4
Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of each 
of the numbers 1 through 6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box without 
repeating numbers.

A WEBCOMIC OF ROMANCE,
SARCASM, MATH, AND LANGUAGE

by Randall Munroe

Computer Problems

This is how I explain computer problems to my cat. My cat usually seems happier than me.
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Large Event Fund Allocation, April to May 2010
Event Name Primary Sponsor Date Total Budget $ Requested $ Received % funded

¡Gala Sabrosura! Mes Latino 4/3/2010 $5,570 $5,570 $2,500 45%

15th Annual Hawaii Club Luau MIT Hawaii Club 4/3/2010 $6,869 $2,669 $1,500 56%

2010 MIT Open Ballroom Dance 
Competition

MIT Ballroom Dance Team 4/24/2010–
4/25/2010

$56,141 $4,000 TBA TBA

7th Annual Science and 
Technology Awards Banquet

Arab Students’ Organization 4/2/2010 $26,550 $4,000 $0 0%

AXO Lip Sync Alpha Chi Omega 4/24/2010 $3,517 $1,592 $1,000 63%

Battle of the Bands 2010 MIT Live Music Connection 4/10/2010 $3,333 $2,683 $1,200 45%

Campus Build Habitat for Humanity 4/23/2010 $1,965 $1,212 $1,000 83%

Dance Till You Drop Burton Third Bombers 4/18/2010 $5,045 $3,000 $3,000 100%

Earth Day Fair Sustainability@MIT 4/22/2010 $4,985 $2,870 $1,500 52%

East Campus CPW East Campus 4/8/2010–4/11/10 $5,603 $2,868 $2,868 100%

Eastgate Community Association 
Spring BBQ

Eastgate Community Association 5/9/2010 $2,500 $2,400 $2,400 100%

Finals Breakfast MedLinks 5/17/2010–5/21/2010 $1,390 $1,390 $1,390 100%

Flippin for Finals RLP and MITPD 5/16/2010 $4,500 $2,500 $0 0%

Footwork 2010 MIT Ridonkulous 4/3/2010 $15,745 $2,450 $2,450 100%

Grains of Rice Asian American Association 4/17/2010 $6,900 $3,900 $2,000 51%

Greek Weekend IFC 4/30/2010 $7,318 $4,458 $3,500 79%

Helicopter Fly-In MIT Flying Club 5/3/2010 $280 $280 $0 0%

iFair International Students Association 4/16/2010 $6,000 $6,000 $3,500 58%

La Fete Edgerton House Association 5/1/2010 $4,508 $2,500 $1,500 60%

Mandala @ MIT: A Celebration 
of Art and Architecture

Buddhist Community @ MIT 4/4/2010 $8,200 $6,400 $1,500 23%

MassCPR MIT EMS 4/1/2010 $3,259 $3,259 $2,600 80%

More or Less Political Platypus at MIT 5/7/2010 $1,550 $1,250 $0 0%

MSA Spring Dinner Muslim Students Association (MSA) 4/2/2010 $2,700 $2,700 $2,000 74%

Next Act Presents: Urinetown the 
Musical

Next Act 4/8/2010–
4/11/2010

$7,175 $1,375 $1,375 100%

Polics, Activism, MIT: An 
Interview with Michael Albert

PlatypusMIT 4/12/2010 $720 $720 $0 0%

Sala Lights Project Musical Theater Guild 3/1/2009 $27,000 $5,000 $0 0%

Sweat Lodge SOCS 5/21/2010 $6,700 $2,733 $0 0%

Westgate Spring BBQ Westgate Executive Committee 5/15/2010 $2,119 $2,119 $2,119 100%

Totals $215,702 $73,658 $36,902 —

Averages $7,438 $2,540 $1,272 46%

The Large Event Fund (LEF) sponsors large, social events (larger than 150 people) on campus that are open to everyone in the MIT Community. 
Over four funding cycles over the academic year, the LEF gives out approximately $100,000. Source: MIT Association of Student Activities

ARCADE Allocations, April to May 2010
Event Name Primary Sponsor Date Total Budget $ Requested $ Received % funded

1st MIT-China Energy and 
Environment Workshop, The 
Future of Coal in Shanxi, China

MIT China Energy and Environment 
Research (CEER) Group

6/2010 $3,280 $3,280 $0 0%

Bernarda Alba Teatro Latino 5/6/2010 $1,000 $1,000 $700 70%

Black Women’s Week Black Women’s Alliance 4/12/2010–4/16/2010 $1,555 $1,000 $555 56%

BSA Kite Flying Event BSA 4/24/2010 $650 $650 $500 77%

Chicano Graduation La Union Chicana Por Atzlan 5/1/2010 $4,608 $1,500 $750 50%

Concert of Classical Chamber 
Music

Russian Connection 4/18/2010 $800 $350 $0 0%

CPW Steel Pan Jamboree MIT Caribbean Club 4/10/2010 $1,400 $1,400 $1,200 86%

Cultural Dinner Ashdown House 6/15/2010 $1,175 $900 $900 100%

Cultural Festival Sidney-Pacific Graduate Community 6/12/2010 $2,470 $2,270 $2,270 100%

Culture Show 2010 South Asian American Students 4/9/2010 $9,868 $4,500 $2,000 44%

Dhoom 2010 Sangam 4/16/2010 $2,650 $2,500 $1,700 68%

Ebony Affair Black Graduate Students Association 
(BGSA)

5/21/2010 $1,404 $1,404 $1,000 71%

Expressiveness of the 
Body — A Comparative 
Discussion of Traditional 
Medicine in East and West

MIT Traditional Medicine Society 5/7/2010 $1,543 $1,543 $1,000 65%

Guarito y Ron Party Colombian Students Association of MIT 5/15/2010 $1,000 $800 $800 100%

Holi Hindu Students Council 4/24/2010 $2,084 $2,084 $1,000 48%

Japanese Hanami Party Japanese Association of MIT 4/16/2010 $3,066 $2,171 $1,500 69%

MIT China Energy & 
Environment Talk Series

MIT China Energy and Environment 
Research (CEER) Group

3–4/2010 $2,340 $2,340 $0 0%

Mujeres Latinas Alumnae 
Empowerment Conference

Mujeres Latinas 4/3/2010 $4,978 $2,498 $2,000 80%

Phoenix Rising: MIT Asian 
Dance Team first showcase

MIT Asian Dance Team 4/3/2010 $0 0%

Strait to Taiwan Association of Taiwanese Students 4/27/2010 $1,790 $1,090 $1,090 100%

Totals $47,661 $33,280 $18,965 —

Averages $2,383 $1,664 $948 59%

The Assisting Recurring Cultural and Diversity Events (ARCADE) fund is managed by a committee of representatives from the Assocation of 
Student Activities, Undergraduate Association, Graduate Student Council, and the Campus Committee on Race Relations. ARCADE supports recur-
ring diversity events on the MIT Campus. Source: Association of Student Activities

Solution to Sudoku
from page 10

4 8 3 1 9 6 5 7 2
5 2 6 4 3 7 8 9 1
1 9 7 8 2 5 4 3 6
7 5 4 6 1 2 3 8 9
3 6 9 5 8 4 1 2 7
2 1 8 9 7 3 6 4 5
9 4 1 2 5 8 7 6 3
8 7 5 3 6 9 2 1 4
6 3 2 7 4 1 9 5 8

Solution to Kenken
from page 10
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Magnim do doloreet, conulput wisi ex ex eu facincilit alit iustissed eugue vel dolore vent

LEGAL COUNSEL
MIT students, family, employers and 
start-ups seeking U.S. legal counsel, 
campus or office consultation. Call:

James Dennis Leary, Esq. 
321-544-0012

Solution to Crossword
from page 10

to grow up and make a difference in 
the world and have a impact. I get to 
go to work everyday and actually do 
that. A lot of people have an inspira-
tion to make a tangible difference in 
the world...Especially around here, 
a lot of people talk about progressiv-
ism and democratic ideals...I get to 
go to work and do something about 
it everyday. It’s really fulfilling work 
and it’s also very interesting and very 
challenging. There are constantly is-
sues being thrown at you. One hour 
I’m talking about how to support 
businesses in Central Square...The 
next minute I’m at a seminar with 
President Hockfield on the future of 
manufacturing in the U.S. In terms 
of the diversity of work and the dif-
ferent issues you need to be versed 
in, it’s really a lot of fun. 

TT: How does your perspective 
as a student set you apart? 

LC: I think everyone on the 
council brings a different perspec-
tive and certainly my perspective 
as a student is that there are com-
munities which we represent on 
the council that are not necessar-
ily always the ones that are there 
and vocal in front of the council. 
People talk about how you live in a 
bubble when you’re in college and 
it’s a very similar thing with the city 
council. Because you’re so busy, a 
lot of the stuff that breaks through 
and gets your attention tends to be 
a small minority of the issues out 
there...You have a small group of 
people who are very adamant about 
their issues...and so in trying to be 
a good and responsible representa-
tive you try and take up their cause. 
Because there is so much going on, 
it’s easy to just respond to things es-
pecially given the fact that I’m still 
in school and have this whole other 
set of requirements. Being a student 

allows me to step back and get the 
big picture and maintain it on a 
regular basis.

As for school, I ended up switch-
ing to a part-time program...I’m 
[in] a dual degree program with the 
Harvard Kennedy School and they 
make their elected officials go part 
time...which really lets me balance 
out my workload a lot better. 

TT: Do you think you’ve learned 
anything from being at MIT Sloan 
or Harvard Kennedy School that 
has really helped you serve as a city 
councilor? 

LC: MIT Sloan is a great educa-
tion in terms of economics, finance, 
accounting, marketing, [and] every-
thing that goes into making a busi-
ness successful. A lot of those skills 
are very transferable to what the city 
is trying to do. We have a budget. 
We have small businesses that we 
are trying to support...We’re trying 
to promote ourselves as a city and 
market ourselves to other commu-
nities and other people. A lot of the 
skills I’ve learned at MIT Sloan are 
very transferable to the challenges 
we’re facing as a city.  

Most of the coursework there 
[at Harvard Kennedy School] is fo-
cused on the theory of democratic 
government and the practical chal-
lenges to implementing it. For ex-
ample I just took a course at the 
Kennedy School on the difference 
between public sector and private 

sector budgeting and accounting. 
Combined with a course I took here 
on private sector accounting and 
my experience in the private sector 
doing that kind of work, it gives me 
a good foundation to...better ana-
lyze the budget and make decisions 
about it. 

TT: When you were running for 
City Council, you based your cam-
paign on job creation, education, 
affordable housing, university/
community relations, and trans-
parent government. What have you 
done to address those issues? 

LC: So in terms of job creation, 
I lobbied hard to become chair of 
the economic development com-
mittee. Committees were just an-
nounced last week and I’m in the 
process now of working with my 
other committee members to set up 
our priorities and goals and hearing 
scheduled for the next few months. 
We’re going to bring a lot of stake-
holders  from across the commit-
tee to figure out what resources we 
have and how we can tackle that 
challenge. 

In terms of education, the per-
son I supported for mayor, David 
Maher, has a strong record of sup-
porting families in need and serv-
ing on the School Committee...The 
most important thing a member of 
the City Council can do is to decide 
who they vote for...I’ve also been 
taking the time to go and talk to 

parents...In my role as a city coun-
cilor I’ve been stressing that fact 
that it is a great opportunity to get 
involved...

For affordable housing, I have a 
meeting coming up that I’ve orga-
nized between the police commis-
sioner, the Cambridge housing au-
thorities, and neighborhood groups 
to get together and talk about some 
of the issues on affordable housing...

[For] university relations, I also 
lobbied hard to become chair of the 
university relations committee...Be-
cause we took a longer than average 
time to pick our mayor, it set back 
the committee work and so we’re 
kind of rushing into that right now. 

As for transparent government, 
I’ve put in a bunch of orders on how 
the city can better use technology 
to open up government and make 
it more transparent. There was an 
issues where we were streaming a 
video online in Windows Media for-
mat and I suggested that we stream 
it in flash so that Macs can play it 
too and they’re started working on 
that solution. 

TT: Specifically, you spoke a lot 
about the importance of student in-
volvement during your campaign. 
Are you doing anything to promote 
that?

LC: There are a couple things 
coming up that I’m working on. The 
biggest thing is that I posted for in-
terns here at MIT and I would highly 

recommend that people find me...if 
they’re interested in interning. We 
have a certain amount of budget for 
staff and I set aside a portion of that 
budget to bring students on from 
universities.

TT: What has been the hardest 
thing about being on the council?

LC: The hardest thing is really 
that there is so much to do on City 
Council that you really need to pri-
oritize. There are a lot of things that 
I would love to do that I can’t do be-
cause I can only be in two places at 
once, max. 

TT: Is there anything else that 
you would like to say? 

LC: The biggest thing that I think 
people should do right now is fill 
out the census. Every single person 
is quantifiable in terms of dollars 
and services that the city can give 
back to students, [especially] with 
20% of the people who live here be-
ing students. You still use tap water, 
you still use the T, you still go out at 
night and expect the police to keep 
you safe when you’re out clubbing... 
All of those things get federal fund-
ing and if students don’t register in 
their census and say that they live 
here, we don’t get funding, which 
translates into us not being able 
to provide as good services to stu-
dents...It’s 10 questions, you can 
do it in a like a minute. That’s the 
most important thing that everyone 
should do right now.

Yemen
Avoiding the Mistakes & Learning the Lessons of 

Iraq and Afghanistan
 

web.mit.edu/cis  |  starrforum@mit.edu

Thursday, April 8  |  4:30p - 6p  |  MIT 66-110

Ambassador Barbara Bodine comes back 
to MIT to discuss Yemen, where she was 
ambassador between 1997 - 2001. Her 
over 30 years of US Foreign Service were 
spent mostly on Arabian Peninsula and 
greater Persian Gulf issues.

MIT Center for International Studies

Vibin KunduKuLam—The TeCh

Video cameras continue to be installed around campus, increasing the likelihood that the movements 
of students and staff may be recorded. Pictured above is one of two cameras recently installed in the lobby 
of Building 54. At the same time, one or more cameras were installed in the basement entrances of the 
same building.

Thomas W. Komola, manger of the Security and Emergency Management office, said that cameras be-
came functional just last week and that the School of Science had requested them after a series of thefts.

The footage from these cameras is managed by the Security Office, Komola said, is subject to the same 
access restrictions as their other cameras: “The MIT Police Department is the sole entity that may request 
and use this information,” and “a written request must be signed and presented by the Chief of MIT Po-
lice.”

 — John a. hawkinson

Cameras installed in Lobby 54

Being a student helps Cheung keep Council job in perspective
Cheung, from Page 1

join@tt.mit.edu
W20-483, 617-253-1541

See up George W.’s 
nose on our 
64-inch TV.

join@tt.mit.edu
W20-483, 617-253-1541

Free dinner on 
Sunday nights.
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The 2010 Harold & Arlene 
Schnitzer Prize! in the Visual Arts! 

• 

Paintings, prints, sculpture, video, photography, ceramics, art glass - all forms of visual art 
• 

!All currently registered MIT students may enter the Schnitzer Visual Arts Competition 
• 

Deadline: Monday April 5, 2010  

between 12noon and 5pm at the Student Art Association (W20-429), please submit: 
• 

1) Examples of artist’s work 
a. Three pieces that best represent your entire body of work 

 
b. Or one piece of original work and visual representations of other originals 

(i.e. slides, photographic prints, etc.) 
 

2) A written statement concerning artist’s intent  
as it pertains to his or her works and art in general 

 

PRIZES & EXHIBITION! 
• 

Prizes will be awarded for first, second, and third place in the competition 
• 

Honorable mentions may also be awarded 
• 

Winners must be willing and able to display their work in the Wiesner Student Art Gallery for an exhibition 
that will open on May 25, 2010 

• 
This includes the installation and deinstallation of the exhibition 

• 
The exhibit will be up during Commencement, and close on June 29, 2010 

• 
!There will be an opening reception at the gallery for the MIT community on May 25, 2010 

 

•FIRST Prize $5,000! 
•SECOND Prize $2,500 
•THIRD Prize $2,000 

• 

Please contact cohen@media.mit.edu if you have any questions 
• 

http://saa.mit.edu/schnitzer-prize 
Application:  http://web.mit.edu/arts/about/awards/Schnitzer_app2008.pdf 
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By Tamar Lewin
New York Times

A report on the underrepresen-
tation of women in science and 
math by the American Association 
of University Women, released 
Monday March 22, found that al-
though women have made gains, 
stereotypes and cultural biases still 
impede their success.

The report, “Why So Few?,” 
supported by the National Science 
Foundation, examined decades of 
research to cull recommendations 
for drawing more women into sci-
ence, technology, engineering and 
mathematics, the so-called STEM 
fields.

“We scanned the literature for 
research with immediate appli-
cability,” said Catherine Hill, the 
university women’s research direc-
tor and lead author of the report. 
“We found a lot of small things can 
make a difference, like a course in 
spatial skills for women going into 
engineering, or teaching children 
that math ability is not fixed, but 
grows with effort.”

The report treads lightly on the 
hot-button question of whether in-
nate differences between the sexes 
account for the paucity of women 
at the highest levels of science and 
math.

Five years ago, Lawrence H. 
Summers, then the president of 
Harvard, sparked a firestorm when 
he suggested that “there are issues 
of intrinsic aptitude, and particu-
larly of the variability of aptitude” 
reinforced by “lesser factors in-
volving socialization and continu-
ing discrimination.”

The association’s report ac-
knowledges differences in male 
and female brains. But Hill said, 
“None of the research convincing-

ly links those differences to specific 
skills, so we don’t know what they 
mean in terms of mathematical 
abilities.”

At the top level of math abilities, 
where boys are overrepresented, 
the report found that the gender 
gap is rapidly shrinking. Among 
mathematically precocious youth 
— sixth and seventh graders who 
score more than 700 on the math 
SAT — 30 years ago boys outnum-
bered girls 13 to 1, but only about 
3 to 1 now.

“That’s not biology at play, it 
doesn’t change so fast,” Hill said. 
“Even if there are biological factors 
in boys outnumbering girls, they’re 
clearly not the whole story. There’s 
a real danger in assuming that in-
nate differences are important in 
determining who will succeed, so 
we looked at the cultural factors, to 
see what evidence there is on the 
nurture side of nature or nurture.”

The report found ample evi-
dence of continuing cultural bias. 
One study of postdoctoral ap-
plicants, for example, found that 
women had to publish 3 more pa-
pers in prestigious journals, or 20 
more in less-known publications, 
to be judged as productive as male 
applicants.

Making judgments about an in-
dividual’s abilities based on his or 
her sex is a classic form of discrimi-
nation, said Nancy Hopkins, an 
MIT biology professor who created 
an academic stir in the 1990s by 
documenting pervasive, but large-
ly unintentional, discrimination 
against women at the university.

Even if male math geniuses 
outnumbered female geniuses 3 
to 1, Hopkins said, it would be rea-
sonable to expect one female math 
professor for every three male 
professors at places like Harvard 

and MIT. “But in fact, Harvard just 
tenured its first female, after 375 
years,” said Hopkins, who, famous-
ly, walked out of the room after Mr. 
Summers made his controversial 
remarks.

The university women’s report 
cited research showing that girls’ 
performance suffers from any 
suggestion that they do poorly at 
math. In one experiment, college 
students with strong math back-
grounds and similar abilities were 
divided into two groups and tested 
on math. One group was told that 
men perform better on the test, the 
other that there was no difference 
in performance between the sexes. 
Their results were starkly different: 
in the group told that men do bet-
ter, men indeed did much better, 
with an average score of 25 com-
pared with the women’s 5. In the 
group told there was no difference, 
women scored 17 and men 19.

Any suggestion of advantage 
based on sex affects results, the re-
search shows, even where there is 
no cultural stereotype.

In an experiment ostensibly 
testing “contrast sensitivity abil-
ity” — a made-up skill — men and 
women in a group told there was 
no difference between the sexes 
in such sensitivity rated their own 
ability equally. But in a group told 
that men were better at it, men 
rated their skills far higher than 
women did.

Teaching girls about how ste-
reotypes affect performance, the 
report found, can diminish such 
effects.

In a separate survey of 1,200 
female and minority chemists and 
chemical engineers by Campos 
Inc., for the Bayer Corporation, 
two-thirds cited the persistent ste-
reotype that STEM fields are not 

for girls or minorities as a leading 
contributor to their underrepre-
sentation.

Many in the Bayer survey, also 
released Monday March 22, said 
they had been discouraged from 
going into their field in college, 
most often by a professor.

“My professors were not that 
excited to see me in their classes,” 
said Mae C. Jemison, a chemical 
engineer and the first African-
American female astronaut, who 
works with Bayer’s science literacy 
project. “When I would ask a ques-
tion, they would just look at me 
like, ‘Why are you asking that?’ But 
when a white boy down the row 
would ask the very same question, 
they’d say ‘astute observation.’ ”

The university women’s report 
found that girls have less confi-
dence in their math abilities than 
boys with equivalent achieve-
ment levels. Because most people 
choose careers where they believe 
they can do well, the report said, 
girls’ lesser belief in their skills may 
partly explain why fewer young 
women go into scientific careers. 
Both the university women’s re-
port and the Bayer survey stress 
the need for more female mentors 
and role models.

But even as women earn a 
growing share of the doctorates 
in the STEM fields, the university 
women’s report found, they do 
not show up, a decade later, in a 
proportionate number of tenured 
faculty positions.

For more information 
on the Bayer Survey, see  
h t t p : / / b a y e r f a c t s o f s c i e n c e. 
online-pressroom.com/. For more 
information on the American 
Association of University Women 
survey, see http://www.aauw.org/
research/whysofew.cfm.

two counts of rape, according to the Mid-
dlesex District Attorney’s office.

Reed knew the victim casually, MIT 
Police said.

Reed is being held without bail, the DA 
said, pending a “dangerousness hearing” 
which is scheduled for today.

Reed has a troubled history, including 
a conviction earlier this year in Boston.

At the age of 12, Reed witnessed a 
friend commit suicide with a handgun at 
close quarters, according to a statement 
by his lawyer filed in connection with the 
prior arrest.

Reed has been homeless multiple 
times, and has moved between Boston, 
Arizona, Dallas, and New Jersey in the 
past decade. He returned to Boston in 
2009 and has been homeless here. He has 
been diagnosed with mental illness and 
has been on multiple medications, his 
lawyer’s statement said.

In January of this year, Reed was ar-
rested and subsequently convicted of as-
sault and battery. He hit a woman in the 
head several times behind 110 Newbury 
St., apparently after having sex with her, 
according to a Boston Police report.

The January victim, Shereen West-
dahl, age 46, was hospitalized, but was 
then released and died shortly thereafter, 
according to the case file.

Since his incarceration in January, and 
until his release on or around March 16, 
Reed has not had access to his medica-
tion, his lawyer’s statement said.

Reed was convicted on March 16 and 
sentenced to three months of jail time, 
which was deemed to have been served 
by the time he spent in jail awaiting sen-
tencing.

The Commonwealth had recom-
mended an 18-month jail term, the Suf-
folk District Attorney’s office said.

Reed’s court-appointed public defend-
er for the January case, Justin Drechsler, 
declined to comment.

A previous version of this article ran on 
our website on Tuesday evening.

Reed was 
troubled
Had history of 
mental illness

health care reform can be divided 
into two rounds: The “coverage 
round,” which was answered by the 
new bill, and the “cost-reduction 
round,” which will require long-
term technological innovation and 
creative thinking. “I can see MIT 
faculty being more involved going 
forward,” he said.

MIT research targets 
spending

Other MIT faculty are involved 
in whittling down the costs of health 
care. Joseph J. Doyle, an associate 
professor in Sloan School of Man-
agement, is researching the returns 
on medical spending. Doyle found 
that a extra night of in-hospital care 
does not decrease the likelihood of 

mortality in newborn infants. Ex-
amples like this, where spending 
results in few benefits, are prime 
targets for cuts.

Doyle said that while the health 
care bill only begins to tinker with 
how to control medical spending, 
the strength of the bill lies in the 
expanded coverage it provides. “I 
don’t like the idea that if you get 
sick, you might stop working, and 
if you do that, you will lose your in-

surance,” said Doyle.
Frank S. Levy ’63, a professor in 

the Urban Studies and Planning De-
partment, is also working on identify-
ing areas that could reduce spending 
and waste in medicine. His research 
has exposed waste spending in 
medical imaging. Levy said that 
unnecessary images are frequently 
ordered by doctors to increase their 
own incomes, prevent malpractice, 
and compete for patients by agree-
ing to their requests. In fact, a recent 
study in the Journal of the American 
College of radiology found that 26 
percent of these expensive imaging 
requests were inappropriate.

“Patients have gotten to the point, 
that if you won’t give them an image 
they will go to a different practice,” 
Levy said. He is now writing a book 
on the history of how insurers and 

hospital groups have tried to define 
what constitutes as necessary imag-
ing and how they have worked to get 
both patients and doctors to accept 
those definitions.

MIT Medical reacts to bill
Before the health care bill passed, 

MIT Medical has already been trying 
to manage its resources in a more 
cost-effective way. It has already pro-
posed to cut its 24-hour urgent care 
center to open hours 7 a.m. to 11 
p.m. and eliminate its inpatient unit. 
The in-patient unit provides sub-
acute supportive care and takes care 
of patients recovering from gastritis, 
mononucleosis, appendix-removal 
surgery, or intoxication.

Medical Director and Head of 
MIT Medical William M. Kettyle 
said, “Our patient census is very 

low, and the costs of staffing are 
significant.” According to the MIT 
Medical website, the average daily 
census in 2009 (1.8) reached an all-
time low.

According to Kettyle, the direct 
impacts of the bill on MIT Medical’s 
health coverage may be limited be-
cause MIT is self-insured, thus it 
may not be subject to some federal 
requirements. However, more stu-
dents may not need MIT’s health 
coverage because the new legisla-
tion allows students to stay on their 
parents’ insurance plan until age 
26. The health care bill will also 
increase insurance premiums as a 
result of the expanded coverage. As 
a result, students will need to make 
the financial decision of whether to 
stay on their parents’ plan or buy 
into MIT’s insurance plan.

JohN A. hAwkiNsoN—The TeCh

MIT Police examine the area on the 
first floor of Building 2, where the inci-
dent took place.

MIT professors analyze wasteful medical spending 

JAsmiNe FloreNTiNe—The TeCh

A new SafeRide television has been installed behind the Student Center. Only its casing was visible for most of the week.

Bias found to be a persistent hurdle for 
women pursuing careers in science 

Healthcare, from Page 1

Rape, from Page 1

Unnecessary images 
are frequently 
ordered by doctors 
to increase their 
own incomes...
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By Mike Gerhardt
sports staff

Ten months after the varsity program 
was cut, the wrestling team won the 2010 
National Collegiate Wrestling Association 
Division II National Championship on Sat-
urday, March 13th in Hampton, VA.  The 
Engineers scored 64.5 points as a team for a 
7th overall finish with only five point-scor-
ing wrestlers out of a possible eleven.  Four 
MIT wrestlers earned All-American honors: 
co-captain Grant M. Kadokura ’11 became 
MIT’s first national champion at 125 lbs, 
while co-captain Joseph B. Silverman ’10  
took second place at 197 lbs, Ryan J. Mad-
son ‘13 placed fourth at 165 lbs, and Lucas 
C. Schiefelbein ‘13 placed seventh at 174 
lbs.  Graduate student Elena L. Glassman 
G represented MIT in the women’s division 
and took second place at 130 lbs.

The season did not start well for the 
Engineers, when the program was denied 
varsity status despite raising $1.6 million in 
an effort to endow the program. However, 
four freshman joined the team despite the 
loss of varsity status and formed one of the 
strongest incoming classes in recent mem-
ory: Bee Vang ’13 at 133 lbs, Brian G. Ander-
son ‘13 at 197 lbs, Madson, and Schiefel-
bein.  All four started immediately for MIT, 
qualified for the national tournament, and 
finished with winning records.

As the season progressed, the team be-
came stronger, placing first in the Ground-
hog Day Invitational at Amherst College and 
third at the Northeast Conference Champi-
onships at the University of Vermont before 
taking the team title at the National Tourna-
ment. In late January, the team added Nick 
Kolegraff, a graduate of the phenomenal 
University of Iowa wrestling program, to 
the strong coaching staff composed of head 
coach Tom Layte and assistants John Bosco, 
Chad Leedekerken G, and Mike Mitrowski.  
This midseason strengthening allowed six 
of eight MIT wrestlers to qualify for the Na-
tional Tournament.

The season ended on a high note with 
four All-Americans, including two national 
finalists. Kadokura, who pinned University 
of Georgia wrestler Frankie Miller 37 sec-
onds into the second period to take first at 
125 ponds, had not lost a match since Janu-
ary. “It was clear 30 seconds into the match 
that Grant was in control,” said Loren Des-
sonville ’75.  “What I found particularly 
impressive was that Grant seemed to get 
tougher with each match. His teammates 
frequently use the adjective ‘relentless’ to 
describe Grant. I think that character was 
apparent in this tournament.”

Silverman, who took second in his weight 
class, is only graduating senior on the team. 
“Joe has been a great leader, teammate, and 
friend,” said head coach Tom Layte. “He in-
spires all of his teammates with his strong 
work ethic and selflessness. He will be truly 
missed.”

Rounding out MIT’s All-American squad 
were two freshman, Madson and Schiefel-
bein.  Layte was particularly impressed with 
Schiefelbein’s performance.  “Luke made 
some huge strides in the week and a half of 
practice leading up to the National Tourna-
ment,” Layte explained.  “He finished sev-
enth in the country and placed ahead of 
three of the wrestlers who finished ahead of 
him at the national qualifier.”

Madson also had a strong season, lead-
ing the Engineers in pins with 11 and in 
wins with 30 in his first season of collegiate 
wrestling.  He placed fourth in the nation, 
his only losses being two close decisions to 
Carter Adams of the US Air Force Academy 
prep school.

MIT also celebrated the crowning of 
its first All-American and national finalist 
in women’s wrestling as Glassman placed 
second in the nation at 130 lbs in only her 
second year of wrestling.

With offseason weight training already 
underway, the Engineers look forward to 
another strong season next year.

By russell Spivak
sports editor

So…I was wrong. As you can see on 
page 15 in issue 13, my bracket was gar-
bage, and I am here to admit it. Yes, sports 
fans, garbage. 

I was swayed by personal bias, and I 
suffered as a result of it. I am a die-hard 
Syracuse fan, bleeding orange and blue, 
and it definitely blinded my picks — a true 
fan has a tough time saying no to a number 
one seed with a seemingly easy bracket.

Other sports section staff, however, 
were more fortunate with their picks. 
Here’s a shout-out to Nydia L. Ruleman 
’12, who predicted Tennessee would make 
it into the Sweet Sixteeen. I feel myself 
choking over the fact that her Volunteers, 
in that despicable, knockoff orange made 
it further than my Orangemen (sorry Ten-
nessee fans — you have us in every other 
sport, can I get this?).

Now, in the Final Four are: a num-
ber one seed that everyone loves to hate 
(Duke), the fifth overall team in the tour-
nament, led by an eccentric coach (West 
Virginia), a mid-major team who toppled 
my boys in Orange with a bunch of no-
names that have great team chemistry 
(Butler), and a five seed that follows one of 
the greatest coaches in the game without 
their best player (Michigan State).

The upsets, despite annihilating my 
bracer, have provided one of the most 
Mad Marches in recent years. The national 
semifinal games this weekend seem to be 
great match ups, and will hopefully be as 
exciting as the first sixty games been.

Michigan State and Butler square off 
as two polar opposite programs: the Mc-
Donald’s All-Americans, the prestige, and 
the history of the Spartans against the 
unknowns from Butler, wannabes who 
dreamed of being recruited by a program 
like Michigan State.

The Duke-West Virginia match up will 
pit two of the top coaches in the country 
against each other, each with completely 
different styles: Bob Huggins and his black 
jumpsuit against Mike Krzyzewski, the 
former Team USA coach perfectly dressed 
at every game. 

I would offer my picks for games, but 
my performance in prior rounds has em-
barrassed me too much …

editor’s Note: russell spivak picks 
Michigan state and duke, with duke win-
ning the championship. Make fun of him 
at sports@tech.mit.edu after his picks fail 
again.

Athletes’ Corner
Track athletes win, set records at 
Washington and Lee Spring Carnival

The men’s and women’s Track teams traveled down to Virginia to compete in 
the Washington and Lee Spring Carnival. Carnival turned out to be an aptly chosen 
word, as the atmosphere was rounded out with nonstop jams featuring The Great 
Miley Cyrus, among other legends. 

MIT’s men had a dominating performance in this extremely competitive meet, 
which featured Division II, III, and post-collegiate athletes.

Stephen A. Morton ’10 placed first or second in four individual events (100, 200, 
LJ, TJ) setting a meet record and earning a provisionally qualifying mark. He led the 
Engineers to a second place finish in the 4x100. 

Another name in the headlines was Gregory D. Tao ’10, who won the pole vault by 
a foot — literally — while setting a meet record and earning a provisionally qualify-
ing jump. 

A name which may be unfamiliar (but won’t be much longer) is freshman Patrick 
K. Marx ’13. Pat, seeded fifth in the 800, captured the win much to the surprise of his 
senior competitors. He also ran a blazing 48.9 anchor leg of the 4x400, and rounded 
of the weekend with the 200. There are sure to be big things to come from him.

Other event winners were Matthew D. Falk ’12 (high jump) and  Vladimir Sobes 
’11 (javelin).

MIT’s track team is looking the best it has in recent memory. Look for continued 
domination in NEWMACs as well as the Division III New England Regionals.

—paul Welle, team representative

Women’s lightweight four beats 
Princeton by seven seconds

Wrapping up a week of heavy training in Cambridge, the lightweight women’s 
rowing team traveled to Princeton, New Jersey for their first race of the season this 
past weekend. Both MIT and Princeton fielded two eights and a four and the Phila-
delphia University openweights also fielded an eight and a four. With nearly perfect, 
crisp, yet sunny spring conditions, the MIT four managed to pull ahead of Princ-
eton and beat them by almost 7 seconds. The second varsity eight held their ground, 
coming in just 7 seconds after Princeton’s 2V, and the first varsity eight fought with 
Philadelphia University, coming in just 4 seconds behind the Philadelphia 1V and 
16 seconds behind the Princeton 1V. Overall, the team had three great races and is 
looking forward to more traveling and racing in the upcoming weeks.

—Meredith Lis, team representative

Men’s heavy eight races past Boston 
College in first scrimmage of 2010

After a long week of training (filled with blood, sweat, and river water), the MIT 
heavies were ready for their first scrimmage of the year. The varsity eight took on 
Boston College, which didn’t stand a chance. MIT dominated, winning four out of 
four pieces. The freshman four, in its own mini-regatta, competed with boats from 
BC and Connecticut College.  After a very shaky first piece, which resulted in a third 
out of 7 boats placement, the freshmen placed first in three out of four pieces (beat-
ing out the MIT lightweight men and BC’s varsity four). All in all, a solid beginning 
to the 2010 spring season.

—richard L. Wood, team representative

david CheN—the teCh

Ken Van tilburg ’11 gets ready for a backhand in the men’s tennis match 
against Salem State on Tuesday. The Engineers crushed Salem, prevailing 9-0.   

Friday, April 2
Baseball vs. Brandeis University 3 p.m., Briggs Field

Softball vs. Wellesley College 3 p.m., Briggs Field

Softball vs. Wellesley College 5 p.m., Briggs Field

Saturday, April 3
Men’s lightweight crew vs. Penn & Dartmouth 9 a.m., Charles River

Baseball vs. Babson College 12 p.m., Briggs Field

Baseball vs. Babson College 2:30 p.m., Briggs Field

Men’s tennis vs. Springfield College 1 p.m., duPont Courts

Men’s volleyball vs. Wentworth 1 p.m., Rockwell Cage

Women’s lacrosse vs. New England College 1 p.m., Jack Barry Field

Monday, April 4
Baseball vs. Suffolk University 3:30 p.m., Briggs Field

UpComing home events
Baseball

tuesday, March 30

vs. Brandeis University Postponed

thursday, April 1

vs. Worcester Polytechnic Institute L 10-3

Men’s Lacrosse

Wednesday, March 31

at UMass Dartmouth L 10-4

Men’s tennis

tuesday, March 30

vs. Salem State College W 9-0

Men’s Volleyball

Wednesday, March 31

at Regis College W 3-0

sCoreBoArD
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Madness: 
editors’ 
bracket 
busted!
Tension builds as 
Tennessee wins

Wrestling 
wins first 
national 
title in MIT 
history


